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State-aided schools
face funding loss

YOU WOULD BE CONFUSED too if your
home received such treatment. Those who

wonder, as these two do, where the water went,
see page seven. Then try to explain it to them.

Favorable action expected:

(Phot* by Walt Morflan)

By ROGER WELLS
Madison College and other state-supported colleges in
Virginia may lose significant
amounts of funding if a 1976
General Assembly law is fully
enforced.
The Appropriation Act of
1976 authorizes the Governor
at his discretion, to transfer
surplus funds from colleges to
the general fund if the institutions enroll more students
than allowed under their
budgets.
Almost every college in
Virginia will exceed this
enrollment allowance, according to Madison College
President Ronald Carrier.
If Section 178 of the act is
enforced, Madison would lose
$500,000. That figure is in
addition to the $2 million
which reverted from the
appropriated budget to the

University status is proposed

<*\

By FRANK H. RATHBUN
Madison College President
Ronald
Carrier
has
requested the college Board
of Visitors and the Alumni
Association to consider the
possibility of re-naming
Madison College.
The two most frequently
mentioned names are James
Madison University and
Madison University, the latter
including the subtitle, "A
State University of Virginia."
Both the Board of Visitors
and the Alumni Association

have informally discussed the
proposal, but neither has
taken any action at this
. juncture.
Charles Scott, director of
alumni services,
noted
however, that the Board of
Alumni
Directors
"unanimously supports" the
proposed name change. His
office plans to conduct a
survey of the college alumni
regarding the proposal, and
Scott expects their reaction
to be generally favorable.
Speculation regarding the

Carrier seen 'darkhorse'
for Florida State post
-*.

By SANDY AMANN and
ROGER WELLS
Madison College President
Ronald Carrier is one of 35
people under consideration to
become the next president of
Florida State University
(FSU).
The FSU vacancy occurred
in March when Stanley
Marshall resigned after seven
years, because of criticism
that the "general quality of
education had gone down"
during his administration,
according to the Harrisonburg
Daily News-Record.
Carrier is described as a
"real darkhorse" candidate
by FSU officials and Florida
newsmen.
Usually a
president from a school larger
than Madison would be
chosen.
A source close to Carrier
said that the Madison
president is "flattered to be
among the top candidates" for
the post and is "looking at the
offer and the situation."

Officially, Carrier has said
he has no comment, but
sources indicate he is
wavering on whether to
remain in consideration
Sources of the Richmond
Times-Dispatch said they
thought the job of heading
FSU, "the capitol university,
a place where everything has
political overtones," would
appeal to Carrier.
In recent months, Carrier
has given some people the
impression that he feels he
has accomplished most of the
major tasks he outlined for
himself when he came to
Madison early in 1971, according to the Richmond
Times-Dispatch.
The word that Carrier was
being considered for the FSU
post broke on the morning
when he was reviewing his
first five years at a faculty
meeting. It is time "to embark on a new five year plan
for the college." he stated.
(Continued on Page 11)

possible name change has
been prevalent on the Madison
campus for a number of
months.
"There seems to be considerable
support
for
changing the name," according
to
a
college
spokesman.
Carrier reported that he
has been approached on this
matter by students faculty
and alumni.
The overall
reaction of these groups to the
proposed name change has
been "favorable," Carrier
said.
The President has asked
the office of Public Affairs to
conduct a survey of the
faculty and student body
regarding the proposed
change. If there is an early
favorable response by faculty
and students to the proposal,
the administration would
make the recommendation,
Carrier said.
Carrier stated that he is
"essentially neutral" on the
name change, and added, "I
am receptive to change and
may be leaning that way. I
think there will be a change."
The ultimate decision on a
proposal of this nature rests
with the Virginia General
Assembly.
Whether the
Assembly receives this
request hinges.in large part,
on faculty and student
opinion.
There are no definite rules
in Virginia by which a college
is distinguished from a
university, according to Fred
Hilton of the public affairs
office.
However, factors that are
considered in this type of
decision include the diversity
of educational programs, the
level of the athletic program

and student enrollment,
Carrier said.
If Madison College is
renamed, it will be the fourth
such change in the school's 68year history.,
At its inception in 1908 the
institution was named the
State Normal and Industrial
School for Women. Six years
later the name was changed to
the State Normal School for
Women at Harrisonburg.
In 1924 the school was
renamed the State Teacher's
College at Harrisonburg, and
in 1938 it was changed to
Madison College, in honor of
James Madison, fourth
President of the United States.

state to meet the governor's
plan for a balanced budget.
According to Carrier, such
an additional reversion would
force Madison to lay-off
personnel and significantly
reduce services.
State colleges are required
to
submit
enrollment
forecasts to the State Council
of Higher Education for six
year planning. Each year
these forecasts are examined
and revised.
Madison's approved
projection for 1976-77 was
7,350 students. Enrollment
was expected to increase by 35
to 50 students a year, reaching
7,500 in 1980.
The 7,500 level will be
reached this fall, according to
Dr. Fay Reubush, dean of
admissions and records.
According to Reubush, approximately 1,450 freshmen
and 500 transfer students are
expected to register. The
remainder will consist of 4,000
returning students plus
graduate
and
special
students.
Carrier cited Madison's
retention rate as one of the
highest in the state and a
reason for the increased
enrollment. Whereas the size
of the freshmen class was "on
the button," he said, about 200
to 250 students will return who
weren't expected.
He also said that a study
would be conducted concerning the feasibility of increasing enrollment to 8,000
students.
Madison's budget has two
sections. The college will
budget approximately $26
million for the coming year.
(Continued on Page 11)

ONE BIG HASSLE. Sophomore Mary Rnberry was one of
the many returning students who found the moving process
less than enjoyable.
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Madison University:
we're already there
About 7500 students registered for classes during the first
week of registration at Madison College. Most of the students
are veterans of the alma mater, but 1,450 freshmen will be
entering Madison for the first time and hopefully the last.
By the time these freshmen graduate, the institution will be
the same one, but the name may be different. Welcome the
Class of 1980 to James Madison University!
As Madison continues to grow, expanding academically,
athleticly, and architecturally, the school may undergo a
name change, a fourth since the college's founding in 1908. A
proposal is presently being discussed by the college's board of
visitors and alumni to change the name of Madison College to
James Madison University—a change which is much
deserved in view of the college's rapid expansion over a period
of 68 years.
From a two building campus with a female population of
150, Madison has become a booming campus of 7500. Since
1970, when Dr. Carrterbecame President of Madison College,
the Institution has undergone its most extensive growth.
This growth, also known as Carrier's five-year plan, and the.
chain reaction of events strongly manifests our need to shed
the small town college image and to replace that with the
image of a progressive university.
First and foremost, Madison has broadened its academic
curriculum, encompassing a total of 65 degree programs on »
the bachelor's level and 28 on the master's level. With the/
arrival of Dr. Anna Gallagher to the faculty, Madison will have
an additional bachelor's degree program in nursing. The
college also proposes the future schools of allied medical
services and communications.
AthleticallyMadison has increased the diversity of competitive sports. As the male enrollment rose so did the need for
a variety of athletic programs. New programs were implemented to meet the demands and needs of an increasing
male population. In five short years, the men's athletics has
proven itself to be so successful that Madison has been granted
by the National College Athletic Association a move from
Division II to Division I status.
Third, student enrollment has soared from approximately
4500 to an estimated 7500 by the completion of the Fall, 1976
registration. Along with the increase in enrollment has been an
upsurge in the variety of extracurricular activities.
In addition, Madison continues to develop architecturally.
Many dormitories have been added, several educational
facilities constructed and several remodeled. But with steady
student enrollment in the School of Education, Madison is in
"vital" need of a new education building with the capacity to
provide consistent quality, services to education majors.
Present facilities cannot and have not adequately provided
for the education enrollment. It is unfortunate that local
legislators did not recognize this problem and support the
' building proposal during the 1975 General Assembly budgetary
session.
However, recent expansion should not be ignored. And the
transformation from Madison College to James Madison
University would not only acknowledge Madison's significant
growth, but also indicate the potential for further academic
expansion.
But it is also hoped that Madison's accomplishments and
expectations will not forsake the major purpose of an institution of higher education—to strive for academic excellence.
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The bluestone experience
— Faculty viewpoint

Keep dreams, not fantasies
By DR. WILLIAM E. CALLAHAN
As we begin a new school year at Madison
College, I would suggest only one word of
counsel we need to put away our fantasies, but
keep our dreams.
It should be evident in what follows that I
am using fantasies and dreams in a rather
specialized way. A fantasy to me is a play of
the mind or imagination, a picture existing
only in the mind, a queer illusion. It is that
power, process or result created by mental
images modified by need, want or desire-in
short, an illusion that does not and cannot exist
outside the mind.
Obviously the word "dream" can be defined
in similar fashion, but I am using it differently.
A dream may be something noted for its
beauty, excellence or enjoyable qualities. It
may be a goal or purpose ardently desired and
resolutely pursued, an aspiration that spurs
one to action. It is in this latter sense that I am
using the term.
Most of us are aware of the usual selffantasies. Often we have exaggerated
self-concepts in which we hide our true littleness behind a mask of false superiority.
Conversely, there is the illusion that we are
merely insignificant grains of sand in an infinite desert, an illusion that sometimes is the
mask for mental, moral or physical laziness.
But the really insidious self-fantasies are
noli so self evident, and because they are not so
self-evident, they are much more damaging
and dangerous. Very often these fantasies
arise out of misapplications of what we have
been taught, either formally or implicitly.
For example, there is the illusion that we
cart define our true selves in scientific terms.
We take our psychological tests, we describe
our physical characteristics, we measure our
physical prowess, we denote our bodily
chemical processes, we analyze our neuromuscular activity, we take our graduate
record exam scores or our college board
scores-and we add them together and have the
fantastic notion that the sum of these describes
the real person.
But this is sheer illusion, for the self escapes
all our attempts to isolate it or describe it or to
conceptualize.it. The tap-roots of the authentic
self lie much deeper than any of our attempts
to define it.
We must put down this fantasy, but we must
not' give up the dream of achieving selfknowledge. It is a goal to be reached for, not a
terminal task that we can ultimately achieve.
The search for one's true self is a life long task,
for the self is always in the making. The
dream must not be forsaken, for the ancient
Socrates was surely correct when he remarked
that the unexamined life was not worth living.
And because this is so, we must constantly
ask with King Lear: • "Who is It that can tell me

who I am... I would learn that." But we must
reject all attempts to equate the true self with
the describable self.
The self is more than a chemical plant
capable of coping with any gastronomical
load;
The self is more than an animal, consisting
of desires and physical impulses.
The self is more than a mere statistic in the
birth-records of the state.
The self is more than an unimportant cog in
the machine of an impersonal society.
Each One of us is a person-a person destined
neither for good nor evil, fame or obscurity,
riches or poverty. Each person is an individual
consisting of many capacities capable of
further development and innumerable
possiblilites open to realization.

'need to dispense with
■

illusion of complete freedom'
A second fantasy that we need to dispense
with is the illusion we often have of complete
freedom and absolute independence. The
genesis of this fantasy is too complex for me to
describe in a few short paragraphs, but how
prevalent it is. Often as children we dreamed
of the day when we would be free from
parental controls and influence. As teenagers,
we nearly drooled as we anticipated the
"freedom of college life."
Having all these illusions fully shattered,
now as college student, or professors, we
eagerly anticipate the day when we will "be on
our own." How nice it will be, complete and
absolute independence,' release from all the
burdens of responsibility--"Great God
almightiy-free at last."
What an illusion, what a fantasy. Such a
feeling is a fantasy shaped by our wishes and
desires, for in truth, no person is either completely free nor absolutely independent. We
live in a vast network of mutual interdependence.
Even if we cannot live
together, we cannot live without each other. It
only takes a simple phenomenon, like a power
blackout to remind us of how terribly we all
are so bound up together in the multiverse of
shared dependencies.
We must put away this fantasy of complete
freedom and independence, but we must not
give up our dream of becoming selfdetermining persons. We must not abandon
the goal of learning to think for ourselves about
the important issues of life and society. We
must not lose sight of the achievable dream of
a mutually participatory society in which the
rights of all men and women are not only
respected, but also protected.
(Continued on Page 1ft) .,
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Dawn: A symbol
of American apathy
By Frank H. Rathbun
Dawn Eileen Ramoz lives
in Lincoln Park, Michigan.
Lincoln Park is a middle-class
suburb of Detroit, the fifth
most populous city in the
United States.
Dawn is not a Democrat.
Nor is she a Republican. She
is not a liberal or a conservative, and she is definitely
not a communist, fascist or an
anarchist.
Generally
speaking, one could brand her
an independent, though this
designation could change as
she grows older.
But at this stage of her life,
Dawn is a political in
• dependent. Like many independents, Democrats and
Republican alike, she does not
concern herself with the
democratic process or with
the politicians who use this
process to gain political office.
It follows then that Dawn
does not really care who wins
the 1976 presidential electionJerry Ford, Jimmy Carter,
Eugene McCarthy or even
Ernest Miller-it does not
make a bit of difference to
her.
Her political apathy is not
limited to the presidential
arena alone. Statistics clearly
demonstrate that Dawn will
be in the majority when she
fails to vote in the Michigan
senatorial election and her
local congressional election.
Furthermore, she will not
bother to vote in her state and
local elections.
In short,
Dawn just does not care who
represents her, from the
presidency down to her local
school board member.
Not surprisingly, Dawn
does not know the name of her
United States congressman.
However, neither do approximately one-third of the
American public age 18 and
above. Neither does she know
how her congressman stands
on the major issues.
That she is in the majority
here is a foregone conclusion.
How many Americans can
state their congressman's
opinion concerning the institution of a national health
care system? How many can
correctly
state
their
congressman's
views

state, and once again she is
not alone in her ignorance. A
revealing survey in "Public
Opinion" shows that 45 per
cent of those responding were
unable to say how many
senators were in the nation's
capital from their respective
states.
"Public Opinion," written
by Robert Lane and David
Sears, shows also that only 19
per cent of those responding
could correctly name the
three branches of the federal
government.
Sad, yes, but not surprising.
Various surveys in "Public
Opinion"
and
other
publications reveal the same
discouraging results. They
show very conclusively that
Dawn's political apathy and
ignorance is typical rather
than atypical of the American
public.

excuses
excuses
excuses
However, Dawn is atypical
in one important sense, and
therein lies her excuse for her
apathy and ignorance. You
see, Dawn Ramoz is only two
weeks old. Hence, she is not
legally qualified to vote.
More importantly though,
unlike the average American
adult, Dawn does not have, at
this stage of her life, the
knowledge,
understanding,
experience
and
conscienceness through which
she could become concerned
with and involved in the
democratic process.
To those of a riper age, I
ask, what excuse do you have?

Movie review:

Permissive education wrong
By SUSAN D. PLUME
In a provocatively entitled
article, "Confessions of a
Misspent Youth," Mara
Wolynski states the case
against permissive education.
The childhood background
highlighted by Wolynski in the
August
30th
issue
of
"Newsweek" are well known
to students of education
history and the general public
reared in the 1930's and 40's,
and again, in the 60's and 70's.
The "Sand and Sea" school
of thinking dedicated to
"educational freedom" and
"cultivating...innate
creativity" are all too
familiar lure to the patrons of
education.
Wolynski describes the lore
and lure of the "Sand and
Sea" school as the place
where "we were free to
dismiss anything that bored
us. In fact, it was school
policy that we were forbidden
to be bored or miserable or
made to compete with one
another...no tests...no hard
times."
What then went wrong?
Why does our author question

what might well depict an
education Shangrila for most
of my peers.
In retrospect, Wolynski
proposes that part of the
answer is revealed in the
products of those years at
Sand and Sea, whose inability
to compete with "the poorest
slum-school kids" brought
debilitating results,
The graduates of "Sand
and Sea" have become "the
underachievers . and the
culturally disadvantaged."
Several went on to become
social misfits and mental
incompetents.
Their childhood world was
filled with guarantees from
"Sand and Sea" to make
children happy; to delay
reading until third grade
"because early reading was
thought to discourage creative
spontaneity."
Instead of learning "what
the Middle Ages were." the
children dressed as knights
and maidens of the Middle
Ages and drank from goblets
made from tinfoil.
Instead of discovering the
significance of Egyptian
hieroglyphics symbols,

Wolynski designed a mural by
tracing the symbols onto
brown paper.
The anti-intellectualism of
the writer's childhood as
compared to the intellectually
demanding
school
enviornment of her 12- and 15year-old brothers has been a
source of some bitter fruit for
Wolynski.
You may conjecture that her work as a free
lance writer with publication
in "Newsweek" must be some
source of compensation.
Wolynski's article poses
several interesting questions
to the reader. Is the author, in
fact, presenting a case against
permissive education, when
she herself is a successful
writer? Or is Wolynski saying
in order for her to appear on
page 11 of "Newsweek," this
is
what
(permissive
education) she had to overcome?
In weighing Wolynski's
arguments for "Ignorance Is
Not Bliss," and "The Lure of
Learning," I am convinced
that she has had to overcome,
and, indeed, overcame, the
permissiveness
of
a
"misspent youth."

Simon movie campy

'ignorance
is typical
regarding the HumphreyHawkins full employment bill
now before Congress? And
need I ask, how many voters
know their congressman's
voting record on past defense
department' appropriations
and tax reform proposals?
Dawn can't answer these
questions and neither can a
large majority of the persons
these congressman represent.
Furthermore, Dawn cannot
name her two United States
senators. Nor can she tell you
how many senators are in

Article review:

By MARK MILLER
Nobody in films seems to be
immune to the current
nostalgia craze. That includes
Neil Simon.
I say this because his
latest,"Murder by Death," is
the sort of campy, unoriginial
spoof that other writers have
attempted with mixed success. Simon has merely
picked up the ball where they
have dropped it and run like
hell.
Unlike
Peter
Bogdanovitch, Simon doesn't
imitate all the way. There are
enough of his trademarks
such as ethnic jokes, snappy
one-liners and generally fast
pacing to satisfy most ot his
fans. But for the most part, it
looks as though Simon has
tredded on Agatha Christie
territory with broad comic
intentions.
The plot, for example,
Christie's "And

consciously
played. by
Truman Capote, invites the
world's most famous fictional
detectives to his estate for
dinner and a murder,
Before long, however, the
plot and setting give way to
parody; a woman's shriek
serves as a doorbell ring, a cat
barks like a dog and there are
roving eyes in a moose on the
mantle.
And the parody doesn't end
there. All of the characters
are, of course, patterned after
famous fictional detectives.
Peter Sellers plays a Charlie
Chan type, David Niven and
Maggie Smith resemble Nick
and Nora Charles, James
"Coco suggests Hercule Poirot,
Elsa Lanchester is modeled
on Jane Marple and Peter
Falk does a take-off on
Bogart's Sam Spade.
All of the actors seem to be
in on the joke and are in

Washington B:CV'from her1;
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The Breeze is planning to devote a portion of its editorial
section to articles written by the Madison College faculty and
administration. We welcome any contributions that deal with
a particular area of individual interest.
We are asking that contributors submit columns adapted
for a large reading audience who may not be familiar with the
content. Please limit manuscript length to about 1,000 to 1,500
words. Each article submitted should be typed and doublespaced. Ail material is subject to editing; however, individuals will-be contacted should problems arise.
In addition, the Breeze will continue its "Guestspot" series,
as well as "Letters to the Editor."
Your participation will be greatly appreciated and should
help to maintain the channels of communication between
students, faculty, and administration.
<«•
j
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Academic head looks to change
how the world looks to student9
• By mVAYNK VAX'C'KY
Dr. Thomas C. Slant on has
been appointed Vice President
for
Academic
Affairs.
replacing Dr. William Nelson,
who has become the Political
Science department head.
Officially. Stanton is the
chief academic officer of
Madison College, is directly
responsible to the President
and serves as acting executive
officer of the college in his
absence. He is also charged
with formulating and implementing the academic
budget.
Stanton
takes
a
philosophical approach to his
work.
"Something I do when I'm
authorizing funds," he said,
"is make a mental image of a
coal miner in southwest
Virginia coming out of the
mine and realize that part of
his taxes are gokig to this
institution. I need some sort of
safety valve so that I exercise
good stewardship."
"I have to be sure when I go
home at night that I can face
all the people I*m responsible
to and say that I've done
everything that I could to
advance the quality of
academic programs at
Madison."
Stanton stated that he feels
responsible for creating an
atmosphere conducive to
learning.
"Education is a little more
than courses and exams,"
though they are important too.
he said. "Education involves
becoming part of that
mysterious process that en-

Dr. Thomas C. Stanton
velopes us when we get excited about ideas and when
that excitement leads us to
inquire, to question, to test,
and to be open to new ideas."
Stanton said many students
enter college with no clear
goal except to obtain a degree.
"We can help in that by exposing our students to new
challenges, new opportunities,
opening new vistas. We can
help them in acquiring
commitment to a purpose." he
stated.
"What we hope to change,"
he said, "is not how the
student looks to the world, but
how the world looks to the
student."
He believes that "the most
important thing in the life of
an educational institution is
the faculty." because it

Beach Boys poll favorite

By BARBARA BIRCH
Many activities have been
scheduled by the Campus
Program Board (CPB) for the
months of September. October
and November, including
concerts, lectures and other
forms of entertainment.
The Cate Brothers and Sea
Level will be in concert on
Sept 4 in Godwin Hall. Sea
Level includes former Allman
Brothers Jaimo, Chuck
Leavell and Larriar Williams,
and will be featuring Jimmy
Nail. Advanced tickets will be
on sale at the CPB office for
$3.
Tom
Chapin,
Harry
Chapin's brother, will be in
concert with Tom Parks and
.Laurie Jacobs at wilson Hall

' on Sept. 15. Admission is free
with ID.
Sept. 16 - 18, magician Mr.
Fingers will be appearing at
the Warren Campus Center
(WCC). On Sept. 17 he will
conduct a magic seminar open
to all students in Meeting
Room D, WCC, at 7:00 p.m
On Sept. 18 there will be a
magic show in the WCC
ballroom at 8:00 p.m.
Following the football
game on Sept. 18, there will be
a beef barbecue and free
concert featuring various
bands on the practice field
behind Godwin Hall.
The
barbecue will cost $2.60. and
tickets must be bought in
advance at either the Alumni
Office or the CPB office.
The Wright Brothers will be
in concert on Oct. 7. Time and
place will be announced.
On Oct. 9, as part of
Parent's Weekend, Dave
Brubeck will present "Two
Generations of Brubeck," at

received the largest number
of votes, with the Doobie
Brothers placing second.
Placing third was Linda
Ronstadt, with Earth, Wind
and Fire fourth and Bruce
Springsteen fifth.
Maynard Ferguson was
choosen as the jazz artist most
students would like to see. and
Lili Tomlin was the most
requested speaker.

The Beach Boys were
chosen as the group most
wanted in concert at Madison
College, according to a survey
taken by the Campus
Program Board last spring.
Out of a list of 32 artists,
students were asked to choose
the five acts they would like
most to appear in concert at
Madison. The Beach Boys
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"makes a lasting imprint on
the most imporUint thing to
the state-the people, and the
very personality of our faculty
determines what kind of influence they will have on
people."
it is our duty to recruit and
retain the very best faculty
that we can possibly find."
Stanton said. "Then we want
to create the curriculum that
will be responsible to their
needs and is meaningful.
Having done these two things,
it's a process of administering
so that the educational
process can take place."
Stanton. who has been at
Madison since 1974 and was
formerly head of the Business
Administration Department,
has a broad background.
He is a retired army
lieutenant colonel and an
ordained Baptist minister. He
also served as senior financial
management' advisor to the
Imperial Iranian Armed
Forces and was an associate
professor" at
Teheran
University in Iran.
The South Carolina native
also taught four years at
George Washington
University before he came to
Madison.
Stanton is excited about his
new position
"I've always loved these
students at Madison." he said.
"I have almost a father's love
for them. There's nothing
more I could ask for out of
life."
He then added. "That's the
exciting part, but at the same
time
it's
an awesome
responsibility because if you
goof it..."
He did not • finish the
statement.

Concerts, lectures
scheduled for fall

*
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Friday 8am-9pm
Sat. 10am-9pm
"MAD
SALE"

Wilson Hall, 8:00 p.m. Tickets
will be $3.
Storm in Norman and Susie,
a musical group, will be in
concert on Oct. 14, WCC
ballroom. 8:30 p.m.
Admission is free with ID.
The Broadway show, "One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's.
Nest," will be performed by
the original national touring
company on Oct. 16,8:00 p.m.,
Wilson Hall. \
Homecoming 1976 will be
the weekend of Oct. 22, with a
concert on Oct. 23, for which a
group has not been decided
upon.
Oct. 30, Flash Cadillac and
Continental Kids will be appearing at Wilson Hall at 8:00
p.m.
Jericho Harp will be in
concert on Nov. 4. Time and
location to be announced.
Shirley Chisholm will speak
on the topic "Rethinking
Alternative in Education" on
Nov. 8.

Heaven may protect
the working girl.
But Dexter delights
her with shoes that
feel as pretty as they
look. All in lithe,
luscious leathers. At
prices that make
you sing the praises
of DEXTERITY.
DON'T BE JUST ANOTHER HEAD OF
HAIR ON CAMPUS THIS FALL. GET A.
CUT THAT HAS CHARACTER. YOURS.
LET THE CHARACTERS AT FULL TILT
HELP BRING OUT THE CHARACTER IN
YOU>>
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College to schedule
parties at Auction
By SANDY AMANN

Madison College has a
"verbal contract" to rent the
Auto Auction for student
parties on 29 evenings over the
next two semesters, according
to Mike Webb, director of
residence halls.
Student organizations such
as a dorm or club will be
allowed to reserve the
facilities on a first come, first
serve basis. The Sjtudent
Government
Association

Check our
SPECIALS

RECORDS
178 S. Mason St.

(SGA) will have first priority
to pick two days, Webb said.
A deposit of between $30
and $50 will be required of an
organization to cover damage
and cleaning. If there is no
damage and the room is left
clean, the deposit will be
returned. Eac|i organization
is required to do its own
cleaning up, said Webb.
Another reason for the
deposit is to rndke sure the
facilities will be used. The
college is paying $100 for each
night the building is rented,
according to Webb.
Details" of the plan are
being worked out by Webb,
SGA President Mike Anestos
and Jim Logan, director of
student activities.
,
Such a plan was proposed
last semester when the
commission on student services was asked to consider
allowing kegs of beer in
dorms. The commission felt
kegs were inappropriate in
(Continued on Page 1 7)

Meet Your Friends At

South Main Laundry
And Dry Cleaning
?596 S. Main St.
Next to S.H. Green Stamp Store
0
434-V554
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RESTRICTED PARKING AREA indicated by white region.

Graphic by David WemJelken

City limits off-campus parking
By DWAYNE YANCEY
Harrisonburg plans to
strictly enforce a new city
council ordinance restricting
parking
in
the
area
surrounding the college and
Rockingham
Memorial
Hospital.
In June, the Harrisonburg
City Council passed the ordinance • which provides for
"permit parking only" in the
area between Interstate 81
and Chesapeake and Western
(C&W) Drive.
Parking'permits will be
necessary for parking between 8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, on 20

streets once restricted
parking signs are installed.
A police spokesman said
that the signs should be in
place this week.
The boundary of the
restricted area runs along
Port Republic Road from its
intersection with Interstate 81
to C&W Drive, then turns
north on C&W Drive to West
Grattan Street, east on West
Grattan to Main Street, north
on Main to Paul Street, east on
Paul to the C&W Railroad,
north from the railroad to the
Eastover
Subdivision
property line, and east to the
city limits at Interstate 81.

Property
owners
and
renters in the area must
purchase a $1 sticker from the
city treasurer for each car
they own. They will also be
issued two "guest cards" for
use by visitors. The stickers
must be displayed on the car
windshield
during
the
restricted hours.
A fine of $5 a day will be
charged for violation of the
ordinance.
Any vehicle
parked illegally for three days
will be towed at the owner's
expense.
"It will be enforced,"
emphasized
a
police
spokesman, "continuously."

Welcome Back
After You Get Settled And
ind Out You Need Some Good
Walking Shoes Shop With Us.

y
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FOOTWEAR

47 Court Square, Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801

Harrisonburg's Youngest
Shoe Center
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WMRA acquires records, program additions
collection is in excellent
condition, she added: so some
of the records were never
opened
Moreover, the flow of
records from distributors has
"improved 100 percent,"
according to Holp.
Robin
Heed. WMRA music director,
has
been
contacting
distributing companies,
convincing them that WMRA
is a "real radio station." and
150 records have been
received
so
far
Reed
estimates. WMRA is about to
receive an estimated 1,200
more
Before
the
Sawhill
collection and records from
distributors were received,
W.MHA's library consisted of
4.500 records. Reed estimated.
Another improvement at
the station, according to Holp.
is the production of more
local programs. "Dollars and
Seme." an economics lecture
series produced at Blue Ridge
Community College, will air in
October.

By KAREN IIORRS •
Over the summer. Madison
College radio station WMRA,
90.1 KM, acquired extensive
additions to its record
collections.
In addition, the station is
expanding local programming
An estimated 1.200 to 1,500
classical
records were
privately donated through the
Madison Foundation, according to Karen Holp,
program director.
John
Sawhill, a retired professor of
Latin at Madison donated his
large classical collection to
the foundation which in turn
gave the records to WMRA.
Described as "a tremendous collection of opera,"
"some real esoteric stuff," by
Sandy Kirkland. WMRA's
general
manager,
the
collection includes rare vocal
• music.
A true classical buff,
Sawhill often kept several
copies of a record, in case of a
single scratch, Holp said. The

Wv~s£$$

AVON

; PLANTS

All gold-toned. Pendant approx. 1" long.
Chain adjusts to approx. 19"; 21" lenghts.
Great gift idea for both guys and gals.

DAiUV t-S-V>.
SOU. 1-5

I

Reg. $7 SPECIAL for $5.99
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Based on the "very successful" Rockingham fair,
WMRA plans to broadcast
from "Expo," the Augusta
County Fair, September 14-19,
Holp said.
Holp emphasized the fact
that WMRA has not been off
the air since November 1975.
The station must broadcast
from 7:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
daily, or lose its federal
financing. The college appropriated $5,000 to aid the
station during breaks when no
practicum students are
available.

Wilson Jewelers
since 1879
Your Registered Jeweler
I

A

Charms-Gifts-Jewelry

i

'77 Pendant

^V^ WITH YHI* A0

remain* the s.m.e. but content
has grrofly improved, according to Holp Jim o'Barr,
Diane Newly, and Amanda
liainev compose the news
stall.
On August 16-21. WMRA
broadcast live from the
Rockingham County Fair.
This arrangement promoted
both the fair and the station,
Holp said. She believes it may
be a first--a live broadcast
from a fair, intermingled with
classical music back at the
, station.

STUDENTS
I 15% Discount With This Ad

Special for Seniors

\Z0%0frriSHr.le

I 1045 S.MAIN
L+$*-Sl3*

prop;.ins w ill air. "Work and
In January, three local
Leisure.'" produced by Dr.
James Steele of James Steele
of Madison's sociology
department will describe
Shenandoah habits. "Music is
. . .." a music appreciation
series, and a 26-week series,
"The Pursuit of Freedom and
Equity"
also begin in
January.
The latter,
produced by Dr. Robert
Finney of the Communication
arts department and Dr.
William O'Meara of the
philosophy and religion
department, is "an exploration of tension between
the pursuit of individual rights
and treodomsand the rights of
the community."
Local news coverage has
also
made
"enormous
strides " according to Holp.
all local education boards,
town councils Harrisonburg
City Council, and boards of
supervisors are covered by
the news department.
Time devoted to local news

For More Info call 434-7067 between 5-8 p.m.
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THE TREASURE CHEST

J61 E. Elizabeth St. Harrisonburg, Va
(across from Pogt Office) '

VALLEY
SPOR
TS
CENTER
BACK TO SCHOOL VALUES
Warm Up Suits

Tennis Clothing

Complete Stock

CompleteStock
Shirts and Shorts

20% Off

30% Off

Tennis Rackets

Casual Jerseys

One Group

1/2 Price

Mesh and Doubleknit
Selected Group

Tennis Balls
Heavy Duty White

1/2 Price

Rugby Jerseys
Complete Stock

20% Off,
Tube socks
Values up to $7.69

Only .99 Pai

Many other items also reduced
So Shop

Wilson-Spaulding-Penn

VALLEY SPORTS CENTER

$2.39 can

107 E. Water St. Harrisonburg 434-6580
Open 9-S Daily Thur. & Fri. Nites Til 9
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Construction to begin for WCC wing, dorms
H\ KAREN HOBBS
Construction
on
two
campus projects, a new
Warren Campus Center wing
and a four-building dormitory
complex, will begin during the
1976-77 year, according to
Adulph
Phillips,
vicepresident of business affairs.
The Warren Campus Center
wing will be a theater with a
seating capacity of approximately 650. Primarily a
movie theater, the addition
will also be used for small
plays and concerts, said
Phillips.
The theater is a $910,000
project.
Construction is
tentatively scheduled to begin
in early January, with a
completion date 12 months
later. Concepts for the wing
ha, ve been approved by the Art
Commission, although a
"definite interior desigiv' has
not been developed, Phillips
stated,

Construction of the dormitory complex, to be located
on the southern end of
Newman Lake, is expected to
begin in October. Bidding for.
the project opens September
30. and the contract will be
awarded the first week in
October. Phillips said.
A $4.2 million project, the
dorms are based on a
townhouse design.
Four
buildings, a total of 13 units,
will house 364 students. If
things go well, Phillips stated,
the dorms will be completed
by January 1978.

the new dorms, the lake will
be reduced in size by about 9
percent— from 11 acres to 10
acres. The shoreline will be
moved in some 20 feet on the
northwestern side of the lake.
The southern end of the lake
will not be affected.
Special interest groups,
such as "sociological study,"
language groups, fraternities,
and sororities will inhabit the
new complex.
Both projects will be
funded through revenue
bonds.

Newman Lake is being
drained in preparation for the
construction" of the new
dorms.
The lake will be drained to
about half its present size for
the initial phase of construction. The lake will be refilled by November 1.
To allow sufficient space for

WCC to offer many servicesouting , crafts, mini-courses

I ••BEAUTY CORNER ••
| located on the ground floor of
I Rockingham Memorial Hospital
j We Serve Patients and Walk-Ins
^^ In dividual Styles Suited
1

1

open Tues.-Sat.

UT W
WE

for appointment call:
RMHext.441 \

By BARBARA BIRCH
The Warren Campus
Center (WCC) offers students
many services, including an
outing center, a craft shop,
and several mini-courses open
to students for minimal cost,
according to Mike Way,
assistant director of student
activities.
The purpose of the outing
center, said Way, is to provide
students with camping
equipment at the lowest
possible prices.
Tents, sleeping bags, backpacks, canoes and other
camping equipment, such as
stoves, coolers and tarps can
be rented for up to $4 a day for
one to three days. A deposit,
which ranges from $1 for an

Also, at least six new tennis
courts costing "in the neighborhood of $80,000'' are
scheduled for "sometime this
fall"
The college has the
authorization to build 12 new
courts, but the availability of
funds and a desirable location
are problems at this time.
In addition, the concept for
a James Madison Memorial,
now only a "schematic"
project, according to Phillips,

axe to $25 for a canoe, is also
paid, but is returned when the
equipment is brought back
intact.
The earlier students can
reserve their equipment the
better, said Way. A week's
notice is usually early enough
to insure getting the equipment desired.
The outing center is located
near the information desk in
the Campus Center.
Crafts
supplies
and
equipment are available to
students at the Crafts Shop,
located in room G-10 in the
WCC. Students can purchase
supplies for leather work,
candlemaking,
weaving,
macrame and bicycle repair
at reasonable prices, Way
said.
A sewing machine and a
poster
machine
which
produces posters up to 14 by 22
inches in size are also
available. Posters can also be

has been forwarded to Richmond.
To be located on Madison
Street beside Johnston Hall,
the memorial will consist of a
bust of James Madison
surrounded by a park area.
Costing $14,800. the project
will be funded through private
donatioas Although the state
and Art Commission have
approved the project, total
funding is not available for the
memorial.

printed for departments and
organizations at a low cost.
Also available to students,
said Way, are a number of
eight-week mini-courses in a
wide variety of activities
ranging from "Basic Bartending" to "Overcoming
Your Fear of Talking in
Groups."
The courses usually require
a $4 registration fee and cost
of materials.
The basic
bartending, auto repair,
guitar, and study skills
courses are usually the most
popular.
A new course in sand art
which Way hopes will be
popular has been added for
the second eight weeks. *
Students may register for
the mini-courses in the
Student Activities Office in the
WCC. The last day to register
for the first eight weeks is
September 10, and October 22
for the second eight-weeks.

Murder unoriginal
(Continued from Page 3)
the other hand, they are
frequently at the mercy of
Simon's erratic dialogue,
which makes them seem more
like
joketellers
than
characters.
And that's probably the
bulk of what's right and wrong
with "Murder by Death."
Simon writes good dialogue
occasionally, but it's best
when we can laugh not only at
the spoken word, but the
speaker as well.
The observation of human
foibles has been one of his
chief strengths as a writer in

nowoffered at
Madison

the past, and it is curiously
absent in this screenplay.
No, these are not real
characters, and this is not
social comedy. It is just the
kind of harmless fluff that is
meant to remind us that some
films can entertain, if not
enlighten.
And there's nothing wrong
with that. Especially if you
don't mind being put on.
So the film will probably
appeal mostly to those who
appreciate camp. All others
may decamp.

LUIGI
FILLS THE GAP*
With An All New Menu

or come by Maury 115.

featuring
Deli Sandwiches * Subs * Salads
Premium Beer In A Frosted Glass

Register for Misc. OOlGodw/n 342 Thurs., 4:30.

Our Impeccable Pizza

Gall:
433-6264
LEADERSHIP LABORATORY
@AnnvR0TC
1
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Hours Sun-Thur 11-11 Fri-Sat 11-lam
♦Formerly "The Generation Gap"
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Elk Run -- burial site of first valley settler
By DWAVNE YA.NCEY
Somewhere in Elkton's Klk
Run Cemetary lies the unmarked grave of the first
white settler in the Shenandoah Valley.
And on a hill a mile north ol
Elkton. somewhere admidst
the excavations and construction of a subdivision, is
the burial site of this settlers
family.
It is the burial place of this
man. Adam Miller, and his
family that has been tInsubject of local interest in
recent weeks.
Adam Miller (see Mueller>
was born in 1703 in Shresheim.
Germany. He married while
still a teenager and. at the age
of 21. set off for the New World
with his wife Barbara and
sister Catrina.
They settled with some
friends in Lancaster county.
Pennsylvania,
an area
already populated by German
immigrants
Adam soon tired of Pennsylvania^ small farms and
longed for new land to settle.
Leaving his family behind, he
sailed down the Chesapeake
Bay to Yorktown. Virginia
and travelled inland to the
colonial capital of Williamsburg.
Inquiring about Virginia's
frontier in a tavern there, he
met some of the Knights of the
Golden Horseshoe, who had
accompanied Governor
Alexander Spottswood on a
recent western expedition
They told Adam of a rich,
fertile valley beyond the Blue
Ridge Mountains that was
abundant with game, and a
river there they had named
the Euphrates.
Adam Miller quickly set off
to explore the region and was
delighted at what he found. He
returned to Pennsylvania and
the following year, 1727,
settled in the Shenandoah
Valley in what is now Page
County. In the next few years
he was joined in the Valley by
several of his German neighbors from Pennsylvania.
Miller later moved again, to
the area just above present
day Elkton. where he made
his home on the flat fields
surrounding a bubbling lithia
spring
In 1764 Miller gave the
springs and part of the adjoining land to his son-in-law,
Jacob Bear, who was an
immigrant from
Bern,
Switzerland. In return. Bear
was to provide Miller with
certain quanties of beef, flour,
and pork. and 30 gallons of
whiskey a year.
The springs became known
.as the Bear Lithia Springs and
is today still a source of water
for many people in the
community.
Near the springs is a small
cemetary where Jacob Bear,
his wife Anna Barbara, and
family are buried. Also buried
there are 21 soldiers of the
Union Army killed in the
Battle ol Pint Republic in
T
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years, lallen into a state of
disrepair, and only the stones
for Jacob and Anna Barbara,
written in German, are still
standing The cemetary is
now being restored as a
community project of the
Elkton
.1 a y c e e ' s .
Adam Miller died in 1783. at
the age ol 80. and. following
the custom of the day. was
buried on a hill overlooking
his homeplace

The Miller land eventually
came inl<> the hands of
Adam's u real -great granddaughter. Elizabeth
"Miss lassie'' Miller. She
spent many hours on the hill
praying, and was said to have
written her will beneath a tree
there.
In the fall of 1935, Miss
Lizzie summoned her neighbor Joseph Sughrue, who was
caretaker of the Elk Run

Cemetary. and took him to the
old Adam Miller gravesite
There she pointed out three
graves, one unmarked, the
other two bearing only small
broken wooden blocks.
She was disturbed that
Adam Miller's grave was in
such poor condition and asked
if Sughrue could move the
remains to Elk Run where
they would be better cared
for.

Alter making the necessary
prcpa rat ions. Sughrue dug up
the remains, hauled them to
Elk HUM in a cart, and
reburied them in Lizzie
Miller's plot A temporary
marker was set up until Miss
Lizzie could purchase a stone.
Shortly thereafter Miss
(Continued on Page 18)

Martin adds distinctive touch:

9

Beck's'Wired electrifies jazz rock
By PAUL IPOK
For many years, George
Martin has been one of the top
producers in the music industry. You might remember
his name from countless
Beatle albums or more
recently from his successful
efforts with the group
America.
Martin adds a
distinctive touch to the studio

recording sessions, with his
ability to blend in those
beautiful string arrangements
or to add the necessary choral
vocal harmonies.
Martin is responsible for
the studio production sound
that is reproduced over your
stereo system. This involves
recording volume, channeling
of instrumentation and vocals,

or achieving the clean quality
and clarity he desires in his
productions.
Some people call George
Martin the man with the
golden touch. Most of the
groups he has worked with
always seem to attract a large
number of music listeners.
Martin's work this summer
will be no exception, considering he has finished
producing the second album
for guitarist Jeff Beck and the
debut
recording
for
"American Flyer."
Both
albums, though quite different, have that same
superior quality found in
anything that bears the name
of George Martin.
Following the release of his
masterful "Blow by Blow,"
Jeff Beck had to be recognized
as one of the finest electric
guitarist in music today.
After several decent albums
under the title "Jeff Beck
Group," he broke into the
growing field of jazz-rock and
gained the distinction he has
long deserved.
"Blow by Blow" was a new
road for Jeff Beck, but his

innovative abilities allowed
him to produce a unique fusion
of jazz, rock and blues. His
new album, "Wired," has
taken him further into the
realm of electrifying jazzrock. Beck is joined on the
album by ex-Mahavishnu
Orchestra members, Jan
Hammer
and
Michael
Walden, and "Blow by Blow"
mates, Max Middleton and
Richard Bailey.
Beck's style is much more
aggressive than on the
previous album, as he strains
his guitar for every sound
within reach. Jan Hammer's
brilliant work on the synthesizer makes Beck strive for
the best, leading the group on
their wonderful musical excursions.
The album is varied in its
content, with several jazz-like
improvisations, a few funky
numbers and an incredible
blues rendering of Charlie
Mingus' "Goodbye Pork Pie
Hat."
Listen to "Led Boots," or
"Sophie," and see why Jeff
(Continued on Page 9)

Hunter's 'Alien Boy'
musically thoughtful

A HABD DAY'S WORK
for this
Madison College marching band member. He
takes a moment to relax during practice for
upcoming events this season. .
-^
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By GREGORY BYRNE
When I first saw Ian
Hunter, appearing with his old
band Mott The Hoople, I was
impressed. He strode onto the
Kennedy Center stage in white
linen suit (without shirt),
carrying a huge gold Hshaped guitar, the lights
glinting off the everpresent
shades. That night he led Mott
through three hours of the
finest British rock music I had
heard since first listening to
theStones" 'Tlowers" lo these
many years ago.
Here, I thought, was a real
rock superstar, without the
manic self-consciousness of
John
Lennon
or
the
sophomoric self-parody of
Mick Jagger. Hunter was a
down-to-earth, hard rock
guitarist and singer with a
sandpaper voice.
He was
Jagger-Stewart-Dylan and
mucn more.
Time may have mellowed
Hunte's music, but that spark
is still there. His second solo
album, "All-American Alien

Boy" (Columbia PC 34142)
since Mott's breakup at the
pinnacle of their success, is a
thoughtful, musically exciting
attempt by an English rock
star in self-imposed tax exile
to come to terms with
separation from his mother
country.
It really isn't surprising
that Hunter is the first rocker
to deal with the plight of
English rockers who must flee
their homeland or face taxes
of 90 percent or move. After
all, Hunter's lyrics have
always been a notch above
other hard-rock songwriters
in terms of emotional depth
and intelligence. Once Mott
outgrew the early sadomasochism, oral-sex
dominated lyrics of the first
few albums, Hunter and
Company, consistently turned
out clever, thoughtful lyrics to
match their hard-driving
music.
Hunter's debt to Dylan is
more evident than ever on this
(Continued on Page 2(0
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Lowance to receive award 'Wired'electrifies

Carter 0. Lowance, who
has served as a key administrative aide to six
Virginia governors, will
receive Madison College's
Commonwealth Award this
year.
Presentation of the award
will be the highlight of
Madison's second annual
Government Day program
Sept. 4.
Madison instituted
Government Day last year to
call attention to careers in
public service.
The Commonwealth
Award
is

presented
annually
to
recognize outstanding public
service through government
work in a non-elected position.
Attorney General Andrew
Miller will be one of several
government officials attending the Government Day
program.
The
Commonwealth
Award, an engraved plaque in
the shape of Virginia, will be
presented by Madison College
President Ronald Carrier at a
luncheon preceding the
Madison-Glenville football
game.

I Buy AH My Top 40 LP's Cheap!
Friday 9/3, 8 to 9 pm
Saturday 9/4, 10am to 9pm
All List 6.9fl Albums Just 3."
Check it out!

All New!

$0'

10*

Lowance and other officials
will be recognized at the ball
game and will attend a

reception of Greater Madison
society that evening.
Lowance. a native of West
Virginia, is a graduate of
Roanoke College and worked
as a reporter for The Roanoke
Times from 1930-36 and as a
reporter-editor j for The
Associated Press from 1936-47
before beginning work in state
government.
Lowance, now special
assistant to Governor Mills E.
Godwin, Jr., began working
for the state in 1947.
From 1947 to 1958, he was
executive secretary
to
Virginia Governors William
Tuck, John Battle, Thomas
Stanley and J. Lindsay
Almond, Jr.
Lowance then served for
four years as assistant
president of the Medical
College of Virginia and was
executive
assistant
to
Governor Albertis Harrison
Jr. from 1962 to 1966.
During Governor Godwin's
first term, from 1966 to 1970,
Lowance was the governor's
commissioner
of
administration.
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work with "America."
All the tunes are written by
the band members, with Craig
Fuller and Eric Kaz sharing

Beck has few peers in his
field. His unique style and
technical abilities give him an
unlimited control of both the
possible and impossible in
jazz-rock.
Probably the most admirable side of Beck is his
purity and good taste which
show through in his efforts, as
they do in the productions of
George Martin.

This is one fine recording
that you shouldn't let slip
through your fingers or not
bother to hear. It may just be
the best of the year.
"American Flyer" debuts
with an album of the same

'the man with the golden touch'
most of the responsibility for
the writing and singing.
The first side is dominated
by .cute of "Light of Your
Love," "Such a Beautiful
Feeling," and "M," all of
which are fairly mellow love
songs arranged and orchestrated by George Martin.
"Let Me Down Easy" is fine
rocking number of Fuller and
Kaz, and features some enjoyable harmonies and
guitarwork.
^The second and perhaps
stronger side contains the
beautiful "The Woman in
Your Heart" and the already
famous "Love Has No Pride."
The vocal harmony and instrumentation are their
strongest on these two cuts,
but fade momentarily during
the album's weakest song
entitled "Queen of All My
Days."
The band regains its poise
with "Drive Away" and "Call
Me, Tell Me." Both demonstrate the excellent production of Martin and orchestra.
Overall, this is a very
strong debut album for
"American Flyer" and a
continued success for the
golden touch of George
Martin.

name.
It brings JMether
some old faces unRr the
framework of a new band.
Present are ex-'Ture
Prairie League" leader Craig
Fuller, "Blood, Sweat &
Tears" company founder
Steve Katz, songwriter Eric
Kaz
(Ronstadt,
Raitt,
Orleans) and Doug Yule of the
former
"Velvet
Underground." They combine •
their diverse talents into one
of the year's best new groups.
This band would have to be
compared with the "Eagles"
in style, yet Martin's polished
touch adds some of_the
components successful in his
A
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FOR THE SAME LOW PRICES.
THE A VERAGE ORDER TAKES
»>
48 HOURS!.....
■
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Custom T-Shirts
Clubs-Dorms-Frats
- 115 Water SL

Mon- Sat 10-1?
Sunday 4-11

(located behind McDonalds)

<

T
• •■...» i ' i i

Conveniently Located On:
U.S. Rt.33 East Market Street
LABOR DAY STORE HOURS
Open Sunday Sept. 5
8 A.M. til Midnight

USDA
CHOICE

Open Monday Sept. 6th V££g£~
8 A.M. and Remain Open
24 Hours A Day
.:

Available At Kroger
fMtVWM
All Sii.l • Vori.li.i

.
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KRONER COST CUTTER COUPON
■■•y Sl.rllni

rj

10 78'

Witcon.in

Russet
Potatoes
Yellow
Onions

Charcoal
With Coupon -Limit t For Coupon

Crltp

E.

5 99
Benut fok

Aim
Toothpaste!
Johmen i Johnien

Baby
Shampoo
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Carrier being considered for FSU
(Continued from Page 1)
The field of candidates has
been reduced from 135
nominees. The FSU election
committee is expected to
review about 10 more candidates before reducing the
list to five finalists.
A committee consisting of
some of the Board of Regents,
which run FSU, will select the
next president. They are not
obligated to choose from the
nominees suggested by the
selection committee. The full
board and the chancellor must
then approve the selection.
A new FSU president is

«/

expected to be named by
January l, according to
"Florida
Flambeau"
newsman Andy Kanengiser
Sources indicate that one
influence in Carrier's decision
to remain in contention or
withdraw will be the ability to
work with his administration
when they know he may not be
back next year.
Among the candidates still
in the running is another
Virginian,
Dr.
Dexter
Whitehead, dean of the
University
of
Virginia
graduate school.

't///////////////////S///S///////S/S//W///S/'''////'.'S'/SS/////////////////S S/'SS/S/SSS'-'S,

SUPER SALE
Friday, Sept. 3 8 - 9pm
Saturday, Sept. 4 10am - 5
Check us out!

BIG SMASH HITS
FROM
>RCA« Grunt •Epic •
Columbia* Windsong
• Monument •
and all labels
List 6.98 IP's JUST 3.99

0

OONLIGHT FEELS RIGHT"
For A Bargain At
8 tracks
on sale,
too

ADNESS SALE
%

Coming
Friday, September 3

8pm - 9
and Saturday 10am - 5pm

All Records On Sale!
(and our regular prices
were low to start with I)

Also under consideration is
the president of Illinois State,
the executive vice presidents
of the University of Texas and
the University of Florida and
a former University of Texas
president.
Several candidates for the
position withdrew from
contention when their names
were disclosed, including
Kent State President Glenn
Olds.
Under the Florida Sunshine
Law,
the
selection
proceedings must be held in
open sessions. An attempt to
close the meetings failed, and
the names of possible candidates were made known.
Florida State University, in
Tallahassee,
has
an
enrollment of about 23,000
students. The school has had
poor football seasons in recent
years, and there are indications that Carrier's,
success with the athletic

position

J

program at Madison may help
his chances.
A source in Florida noted
that Carrier would only get
$200 a year more than he gets
at Madison. The FSU salary
is $40,000.
According to Florida
newsman Kanengiser, the
selection process is still in the
early stages.
There was
virtually no discussion of the
candidates, he said.
The
panelists will conduct interviews at a later stage when
the list is narrowed to ten to
fifteen finalists.
The next meeting of the
selection committee will be'
Sept. 27. The panel will act on
Carrier's candidacy again in
October.
According to Kanengiser,
Carrier was recommended by
the following people: George
S. Aldhizer II, an attorney
with Wharton, Aldhizer &
Weaver, Harrisonburg; Ar

chie Dykes, Chancellor,
University
of
Kansas;
Wallace Chandler, senior vice
president. Universal Leaf
Tobacco Co., Richmond;
Thomas A. Graves, Jr.,
President of the College of
William and Mary; T. Marshall Hahn, Jr., former
President of VPI and Cecil C.
Humphreys,
President
Emeritus of Memphis State
University.

Surplus funds
may be cut

(Continued from Page 1)
The educational and General
Fund will contain $15.7 million
and the Auxiliary fund will
contain $10 million. The
Auxiliary fund consists of selfW»WWWMIM«IIM«
rUMMIJjjj. supporting activities such as
dorms and food service.
WELCOME MADISOIS FRESHMEN
The effect of Section 178
would be to reduce the
Educational and General
Fund. That fund finances the
TO
academic departments, the
library and research. Of the
$15.7 million, $10 million is a
state allocation from tax
revenue. The remaining $5.7
million is derived from
student tuition and fees.
An enrollment that exceeded projections would
increase revenue from
student fees. That amount
would revert to the state
under provisions of the ApWe're open 24 hours, seven days a ; propriations Act.
Carrier said he did
week waiting to serve you with 52 i notWhile
expect the governor to
enforce the legislation, other
varieties of donuts, fancies, and
presidents' of state-supported
pastries.Check the coffee that made colleges have indicated in an
Associated Press survey that
us famous I
they would resist the new law.
The legislation was inPS Ask any upperclassmen,
tended as an accountability
device, state council director
we've got it all!
Daniel Marvin Jr. told AP.
•t»W—Jfftflillll
Virginia Polytechnical
Institute President William
La very called the one per cent
restriction legislation "totally
contrary" to what other states
are doing.
Marvin told Lavery that if
Virginia Tech can take 500
more students than called for
in a budget then the budget
formula must be too liberal
and Tech's budget should be
reduced by the amount of
tuition paid by the extra
students.
Marvin also wondered
whether quality of education
would suffer if colleges with
fiscal budgets suddenly add
another 500 students.
If the school can provide a
quality education for extra
students, he said, its budget
isn't tight enough.
"You put me in a hell of a
fix" by cutting Virginia
Military Institutes own
forecasts, Major General R.L.
Irby, VMI commandant, told
Marvin.
Irby said he can either
refuse to admit more than 100
qualified students to the
school or face the prospect of
having to return more than
$100,000 to the state coffers.
"If I can fill the barracks at
VMI, I am going to do it," he
Learn what it takes to lead!
told a meeting of the council's
REGISTER NOW FOR MISC OOl
general professional advisory
Thurs. Godwin Km. 342
council.
A decision on the act may
««

DONUT
KING

373 North Mason Street

If you're looking
for a challenge at
Madison

then you're looking
forArmy ROTC.
'mWmWUQOltA TOR Y

'•M**'Oalt? V93-6&64 xyr eom^'b^Maury Vi6****** .*
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Witch cults- 'a reversal of Christianity
performed a similar ritual,
but substituted the flesh and
blood of a new-born infant.
While modern-day witches
are skeptical to speak of their
practices, surveys indicate
that cats are now used in place
of babies, said Hawthorne.
In San Francisco and Los
Angeles, the rituals seem to be
"sexual orgies more than
anything else," Hawthorne
believes.
Recent publicity for the
occult has appeared in book
and
' movie
form"Rosemary's Baby," in which
a cult of devil-worshippers
plot to bring Satan's son into
the world and "The Exorcist,"
a tale of demonic possession.
Even Charles Manson and
his "family," responsible for
the 1969 Sharon Tate murders
could, conceivably, be cultfollowers. However, this is
uncertain, he said.
Hawthorne holds a broad
definition for paganism. It
includes all systems which are
"not one of the major
established religions," those
being Judaism, Christianity,
Hinduism, Moslem, and
Buddhism.

B v
P At' I A
MERGENHAGKN
Modern witch cults are
essentially a "reversal of
Christianity" in which "the
devil is the good guy." according to Dr.. Mark
Hawthorne, professor and
head of Madison's English
department.
He will be teaching a
special course here this fallPaganism and the Occultunder the department of
religion.
Witch cults in the U.S.
today survive basically in
New York and on the west
coast, Hawthorne said.
They grew out of the ancient religion
of
the
Mediterrannean
where
paganism became outlawed
with
the
arrival
of
Christianity.
However, it
continued to exist as a
"substrata" and organized as
anti-Christ cults following the
Renaissance. It then spread
more widely due to European
influence and merged with
active African cults.
This has resulted in the
voodoo of Haiti, for example,
Hawthorne said.
Cults generally perform a
reversal of the Christian
religious ceremony in their
church or "coven."
In the Christian service,
bread and wine symbolize the
body and blood of Christ.
Devil-worshippers of the past

Hawthorne will simplify
paganism basically into two
major groups of religion:
earthbound, which centers
around
the
female,
agriculture, and "emphasizes

toward sex. Earth religions
see it as "a positive natural
thing," whereas the sky
religions view it with taboos.
Hawthorne will try to avoid
value judgments in regards to

The question:
'What is this phenomena?'
birth" and sky-oriented,
which centers around the
male and opposes this earthoriented philosophy.
An example of the earth
philosophy can be traced to
Asia-Minor, where burial took
place in a vessel filled with
honey, signifying sweetness in
the return to earth.
Further, Hawthorne said,
the two differ in their attitudes

paganism and simply attempt
to answer the question, "What
is this phenomena?"
Of
course, he adds, it will be
difficult to avoid judgment in
certain areas, due to our
modern religious conceptions.
For instance, a near-east
practice of 600 B.C. included
the sacrifice of the eldest son,
which violates today's moral
code.

"Pagan religions were
around
long
before
Christianity," Hawthorne
states. He has taught the
course three times previously
and finds it "a father interesting
approach
to
religion."
For instance, he cites a
certain religious belief on
Borneo. It seems that the
natives there worship an
American navyman who. at
one time, dropped supplies
from an airplane., These
people had never seen such a
modern contrivance and to
this day build bamboo airplanes in memory of the incident. Thus, they continue
their vigil, awaiting the return
of this "god" from the sky.

There are no finer
diamond rings

Primarily,
Hawthorne
said, the class will study
religions of the Mediterranean
area, via anthropology, archaeology, and literature. He
will begin with the ancients
and
trace
paganism's
development from there.
SEES

Always
hold matches
till cold.

ElBOM
ROOM
Appearing Sat.
"Massanutta Boys"

Bluegrass
Sun
Larny Alger
Country Rock
Monday College Nite
30 cents Draft
$1.75 Pitcher

Please: help prevent forest fires.
ssssssssssssssssssssc

AFP
SCHLITZ BEER
12 oz. cans 6 pack $1.39
PEPSI COLA
16 oz. 8 pack 89e plus deposit
GROUND BEEF
69' alb.

SPANKY
White turkey breast, ham. muenster cheese, coleslaw, tomato
and mayo served on a roll...$l.89
ALFALFA
Rare roast beef, melted swiss. lettuce, tomato, onion, and
Spanky's sauce served on French bread...$2. 19
BUCKWHEAT
, j
Thin sliced corned beet, kosher salami, tomato, coleslaw and
, mayo served on rye...$1 99
PEE WEE
.
Peanut butter and jelly on white...*.*?
Rare roast beet, white turkey breast, swiss. coleslaw, tomato,
onion and Spanyky's sauce served on a roll. *2 19
PORKY
Rare roast beet, white turkey breast, ham. swiss. '•""«•
tomato, onion and Spanky's sauce served on French bread $2.29
tTVUI C

CANADA DRY GINGER ALE
28 oz. 3 for $1.00

V4 kegs & tekegs

Ham, melted swiss. lettuce, tomato, onion and mustard served
on French bread $2.09

DARLAIFOR SMALLER APPETITES)
Ham. bacon and melted Cheddar served open face on rye...$1.39
CHUBBY
Spiced beet, corned beet, kosher salami, swiss. cole salw and 1000
island dressing served on 3 layers of rye $2 95
WEASER SUB
Italian prbsciuttlni. mortadella. melted provolone. lettuce,
tomato, onion, and oil and vinegar $1 85
DICKIE MOORE
Sliced steak, melted Cheddar, lettuce, tomato, onions and 100
Island dressing served on French bread...$1.45
JACKIE
Rib eyed steak, melted provolone. lettuce, tomato, onions and 100
island dressing, served on a roll...$2.IS
MARY JACKSON IFOR SMALLER APPETITES)
Ham cappicola. provolone, lettuce, tomato and Spanky's sauce
served on a toasted english muffin $1 10
FARINA
Prosciutlni. munchee cheese, lettuce, tomato, onion and mustard
served on pumpernickel $1 »S

WHAT THE GANG ORDERED
A loaf of French bread stuffed with ham, white turkey breast,
PETE THE PUP
Split knockwurst. sauerkraut and melted swfss open face on salami, provolone. lettuce, tomato, onions and our own Spanky'i
sauce.serves lour $5.99
rye.$129

WELCOME RACK STUDENTS
Mon-Thur8am - 10pm
rVVSfVS***
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The Campus Program Board
Presents
Mi
is

The Cate Bros. & Sea Level
Godwin Hall Sat. 4
8 p.m.
t

-

.

Tickets $3 Advance- $4 Door
SEA LEVEL FEATURES
JAIMO - drummer
CHUCK LEAVELL - pianist
LAMAR WILLIAMS - bass
formerly of

THE ALLMAN BROS. BAND
■^^^^^A^^^fc,

Also Jimmy Nails
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Frisbee fanfare
The last fling of summer
brought the World champion
frisbee team to Madison
College. Under the hot sun.
Alan Blake and John Connelly
entertained many of the approximately 1.700 students
enrolled in summer sessions.

Sporadic gusts of wind made
their job tricky, but their
aerodynamic
accomplishments earned undaunted acolades. Madison
students also participated in
the activity, with varying
degrees of success.

Photos by Walt Morgan
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'Complete freedom and absolute independence'
(Continued from Pa Re 5)
But we can only achieve
such a goal if we do not regard
it as an impossible dream. We
shall not achieve that relative
freedom and independence
that is possible for all if we
despair of changing society
for the better.
I am reminded of the sales
clerk selling a toy to a mother
at Christmas time.
The
mother said, "Isn't this a
rather complicated toy for
children? *' The clerk replied:
"No mam.
It is an
educational toy designed to
adjust a child to live in today's
world. Any way you put it
together is wrong."
Such negativism cannot aid
us in reaching the dream, the
goal of the the kind of society
in which men and women can
realize that measure of

freedom
and
selfdetermination that is open to
them.
If we cling to our illusion of
complete freedom and absolute independence, we shall
only keep building our Chinese
walls that keep other people
out and ourselves in so that
our dream becomes truly
unattainable.
One other area in which we
need to abandon our fantasies
is education. If any area of
our lives is filled with fantasies, it surely is the
educational process and our
ideas concerning it.
First, some individuals
have the illusion that
somehow,
someway
technological techniques and
computerized gadgetry can
replace the ardent struggle
for truth between professor

XXXKXXXKXXXXXXXXXX;
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Wayne's
Hairstyling
76 W. Market St.
Horrlionborg, Vo.
Featuring the.latest in American and
European Layer Blow Cutting Designs
for man and women. Using all of
IMAGE professional hair products.
Master Charge, BonkAmericord
welcome.

for appointment call

434-1617
kxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxK

\

The American
INDIAN TURQUOISE
Store

music
ZUNI
magic
HOPI
NAVAHO andnVPro'
30 S. Main (NEW)
II

and student. We believe that
somehow the drudgery of
educational work, the expenditure of mental energy,
can someday be replaced Dy
some nice machine or some
magnificent technique that
will save us time to do more
important things, such as
designing other machines to
replace the ones we are now
using, machines which are
becoming obsolete as we are
using them.
In fact, we are becoming so
dependent on computers that
we often do not know how to
live without them. A man
came home from work the
other day looking terrible. His
wife said, "What's the matter,
dear, you look beat." "lam,"
he said. "The computer broke
this morning, and I've had to
spend all afternoon thinking."
We must put away this
fantasy that a computer or a
machine is a cure-all for our
educational ills, that the "fadgetry"
of
educational
technique can replace Mark
Hopkins on a log-but we must
not give up the dream, the
aspiration,
of
making
technology our true servant in
achieving our educational
aims.
We must also put away the
fantasy that training and
education are synonymous. It
is
so
easy
in
this
pragmatically oriented
society to identify training for
a particular skill with the sole
aim of education. Once this
Pandora's box is opened, all
manner of evils emerge. If
education consists of training
for a skill, then it can become
only an accumulation of facts
that can somehow be used
pragmatically.
Consequently,
education
becomes instrumental, extrinsic rather than intrinsic,
or an end in itself. Classes
become busy work; tests
become measurements of
students'
ability
to
regurgitate rote-memorized
lecture notes; students
become
objects to be
manipulated by trained
technicians; and educational

campu6
stetec^'

J

Where Quality Still Counts

institutions become great
centers that exist merely to
serve industry and business.
But education is not the
same as training for a particular skill. True education is
not simply a putting in of
facts, but is also a drawing out
of the person. Surely it is
concerned with what kind of
persons students become,
what kind of values they hold,
what kind of experiences they
are having.
Education surely has some
intrinsic value that makes it
worth while even though one is
not trained for a particular
job.
Surely life is
qualitatively better for the
truly educated person than for
the non-educated one.
This remark is not intended
to demean training for a skill.
Skills are important, and
colleges are wise to provide
job preparation. But we must
not isolate this fact as the sole
object of education.
Education is a much more
inclusive process.
Let us "not give up our
dream of having the kind of
educational system that can
serve both those who want
training for a skill and those
who desire education as an
end in itself.

Let us also put away the
fantasy that coming to the end
of our formal educational
program means the end of our
education. Many may now
feel that when May comes,
they no longer want to look at
another book as long as they
live. But life itself is rather
large school house. And life
has a way of moving by so
swiftly. And we must go on
living, and we must go on
learning as long as we live,
because the search for truth is
a never ending process.
Let us put aside our fantasy
and keep our dream of
becoming truly educated
human beings. Only if we do
so will the years of formal
schooling have achieved their
intended purpose.
Fantasies and dreamsillusions and goals.
As
children, we need our fantasies; as adults, we need our
dreams. May we, teachers
and students alike, have the
courage to live without
illusions and the fortitude to
seek our worthy dreams.
EDITOR'S NOTE:
Dr.
( a I la nan is a professor and
head of the department of
philosophy and religion at
Madison.

Give roomie a chance
By SHARON BRILL
Before
writing
your
roommate
off
for
the
semester, give that person a
chance and work at it a little,
suggests Dr. Jon Mclntire.
director of the counseling
center.
One of the biggest problems
between roommates is that
they're not open and honest
with each other, Mclntire
said. Problems can occur
from something as trivial as
cleaning the room to a difference in sociability.
The most problem-prone
times are when roommates
are new and during mid-term
panics and final exams.
Mclntire said, "When anyone
of us is upset tie takes it out on
the person that he's close to,
his roommate."
Mclntire said tripling often
causes problems because
upper level students feel they
should have more space and
resent being tripled. The

initial reaction of many
students is to want to move
out, but they are not allowed
to for three weeks. Often
students change their minds
and decide to stay, once they
get used to being tripled, hie
said.
The counseling center goes
to residence halls to help
people understand potential
problems before they become
major crises, said Mclntire.
Tho avoid major crises
Mclntire suggests that
roommates deal with
problems early, be open with
one another, compromise,
and, if all else fails, go to a
resident advisor, the counseling center or someone who
can give an objective opinion.
Mclntire also stated that,
because of their training,
resident advisers notice and
are more capable of handling
roommate problems than
when he came here sue years
ago.

Friday

Try Our

Seafood Buffet
Dance Nightly In

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
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Sheraton Inn
** HaiTisonburg
Mtntate 11 * U.S. 33
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ACE SEZ LETS GET TOGETHER

S

COME SHOOT THE

SAVE
20%
ON ALL

At Our New
Location

CRAIG CAR
STEREOS
List 14500 Special

26 Pleasant Hill Rd.

$115°°

(Take the shuttle to Shank 1)

' OUtC* RELEASE
SHOE OUT
MOUNT

POWERPIAY
INDICSIOd

TAPC RUNNWG
• INDICATOR

10:00-5:00
Mon.-Sat.

Yamaha-FG 360|

STOCK

Craig Powerp/ay 35 19

$245-

Yairi-Yamaha
Ibanez-Tama

CASSETTE .
FF&REWIND
52 WATTS PEAK

LECTRIC

Atlas-Guild
Gibson-Dobro

50%

*Hur Prices Sound Even Better'
t Brand Names
t Factory Authorized Service
> Free Parking

Fender-Yasuma
Hofner

Discount on
all strings

A/ways Discount Pricing

OTHER HOT LICKS!

25% OFF

Used Hammond B-3 Organ

Y~

00

35WMM)

1300

Used Leslie 122 Cabinet

30000

1N^»

Univox Micro Faior

4000

>NJp

Univox
Condenser
Microphones "TB^Q
00

SO

in stock

on all stereo components
in stock -

JVC, Akai, Sanyo.

j

••

Raincheck on all sold out items

Sound Guard Disc Cleaner >^
95

5

D'Angelico $3.00
Martin Bronze $2.50
Martin Marquis $3.50

Used Sony Superscope 240
Am
P lta.00

6000

Vega Banjo $1.50

Used Jensen I Speakers (Pr.)
«MJQ

40<»o

Fuji FL60 Cassettes \so
Xne FL90 Cassettes U
2 00

£1 £> w

{12-String sets $4.00

3T

Audio Technics 7t$
Condenser Phones

^•40

Elec. Bass $12.00f

00

100

Magic Mountain
Dulcimer

***5 45

00

JVC
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College Auction
(Continued from Page S)
residence halls, Webb said,
but they realized that student
organizations need a low-cost
place where a large number of
people could attend a keg
party.
"The college does not intend to provide transportation" to the Auto
Auction, Webb said. Last
semester the Inter-Hall

^Political system to highlight film series

Council held a party there and
provided bus service, he said,
but transportation is the
responsibility
of
the
organization.
"The college has reserved
almost every date the Auto
Auction had available," Webb
said. He expects every date,
which all fall on Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays, to be
scheduled.

Films are "probably the
most important currency of
ideas." stated Dr. Ralph
Cohen, a Madison College
English professor who has put
together a film series on the
American political system.
The series of sue films was
designed
to
be
both
educational and entertaining,
Cohen said. "Films are very
powerful; they shape attitudes."
The films to be shown are:
"The Candidate," starring
Robert Redford, Sept. 2. "All

the

King's

Men,"

with

Broderick Crawford, Sept. 9;
"State of the Union," with
Katherine Hepburn and
Spencer Tracy, Sept. 16; "The
Best Man," starring Henry
Fonda and Cliff Robertson
Sept 23; amd "Mr. Smith Goes
to Washington," with James
Stewart, Sept 30. Following
each film there will be a panel
discussion.
The topic of the first
discussion is "The Man and
the Image." Panelists include

Lang's Book Shelf
For those just starting, so ore we

Grand Opening
paperbacks
magazines

Sept. 4

64 Court Square

artwork
picture frames

will order & free parking

VIRGINIA
NATIONAL
BANK

Your
W
On Campus
Warren Campus Center

/At*15

ll

DO OK

WELCOME
TO MADISON

Old Milwaukee
6 pack cold bottles
Old Milwaukee
return bottles 84* dep.<
Old Milwaukee
12 pack cans ——
Old Milwaukee 15 gal keg •
Schlitz 15 gal keg ______

Alan Neckowitz, a journalism
professor at Madison, Tom
Lewis of WSHV, and Nancy
Jones who ran for the House of
Delegates in 1975.
Following "All the King's
Men," the topic will be
"Populist or Demagogue."
Panelists will include Madison
history professor Cary
Henderson and psychiatrist
Robert Showalter.
"Women
and
the
Politician" will- be the topic
following "State of the
Union." Panelists will include
Madison English professor
Joan Frederick and Charlotte
McNulty, the wife of an unsuccessful local candidate.
"The Best Man" will be
followed by a discussion of
"The Convention and the
Smoke-filled Room." On the
panel will be Pat Aldhizer,
who attended the Democratic
National Convention, and
State Senator Nathan Miller,
who attended the Republican
National Convention.
Following "Mr. Smith Goes
to Washington," the panel will
discuss "America-The Ideal
and the Real."
Panel
members include G. F.
Morley-Mower, a Madison
professor from England and
Virginia Delegate Bonnie
Paul.
All films will be shown at
the Harrisonburg public
library at 7:30 p.m.
Admission is free and coffee and
donuts will be served.

CH t£S£

\C*

$1.15
4.59
2.69
24.95
27.50

Andre Pink and White Champagne cold
Annie Green Springs all flavors cold —
Pink Chablis (Gallo) cold
,.
Coke Cola quarts
4/99'
Diet Rite quarts (sugar free all flavors). 4/99*
Snyder Chips Foil 99' spec/a/
69*
Cigarettes carton all brands
$2.99

$2.09
1.39
1.39

* Hospital
Grace St.

I it Madison

WERNERS 7 DAY STORE
915 High St.-3 blocks south of Madison

Port Republic Rd.

Hours: Sun-Thur 8 a.m.-lO p.m.
Fri and Sat. 8 a.m.-ll p.m.

3

Werners
•

+>/
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WE SHAPED OUR
OWN SHOPWHY DONT YOU
SHAPE UP YOUR
BODY WITH"

Elk Run burial site
(Continued from Page 8)
Lizzie died, just two days
•short of her with birthday. As
she had no close relatives,
there was no one to take the
responsibility lor buying a
stone to commemorate the
Valley's first settler
There is no mention of any
bodies other than Adam's
being moved to Elk Run.
leading one to conclude that
his wife, perhaps sister, and
other family members are
still buried in the old plot.
Local residents attest that

at one time there were grave
markers
on
the
hill
overlooking
the
Miller
homeplace. but that when the
land passed (Hit of the family,
the site was plowed under.
Todav there is no visible
evidence of the old cemetary
and the area is part of the Elkwood subdivision which is now
under construction.
So. in a year marked for its
accent on history, the graves
of the Valley's first citizen and
his family remain unmarked
and. for the most part, unnoticed.

THE
BODY
SHOP
Jeans & Cords

^iiiiiiiliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiliiiiiiiiliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillilliiMlii:

Wrangler - lee

I HUGHES'PHARMACY, INC

Faded Glory
-fly

1011 South Main Strut
DIAL 454*650

i

*

PRESCRIPTIONS — FILM
COSMETICS — STATIONERY
CANDIES — GREETING CARDS

DeeLee - Male
Tops By
■

Organically

illllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIMIINimillllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIII-

'Ah.what a life?!!'
LARRY LANDES, senior, takes a break from
house cleaning chores at Sigma Nu fraternity
house of which he is a member. Fraternity
brothers returned the furniture to the interior
of the house after the cleaning operation was
finished.

sWSsWSiSa-WS;

Grown
Wildf lowers

THEBEAUTYPALACE

- Marie France

(Photo by W»I^Mgrflan]^_

Sweaters &
Shirts
Wrangler »
Santa Cruz-

SPECIAL ON-CAMPUS
STUDENT RATE
$.60 Weekly
:

I

SPECIALS
Blow Perm Reg. $18...
Curly Perm Reg. $20..

Daily & Sunday papers
delivered to your room
by a student representative.

FRESHMAN SPECIAL - Bring along
a friend and you both recieve
¥t PRICE on a $4 haircut

Sign up in your dorm for service

We Specialize in Pleasing Customers'
Tastes in Men and Women Hairstyles

The Times-Dispatch is Virginia's
most widely read newspaper

■

Arpeja- CampusWeritage

438IS. Mason St. 433-8845
ssssssssssssssss

A few words
about Whitesel
Music ...
434-1376
77 East Market Street downtown

Avid
Bose
Marantz
Superscope
MXR
Technics
Jennings
Dokorder
Sony
Garrard
Sound Guard
Maxell
KLH 10
Mutron
ARP

Tycobrahe
Hohner
Echoplex .
Gibson
Ampeg
Kustom
Yamaha
Sunn
Martin
Aria
Kay
Ome
Audio-Technica
Auto-Cleanica
Sheet Music

Lansing
SRO
Whirlwind
Epiphone
Moeck
Premier
Ludwig Rogers
Selmer
Olds
Wurlitzer

ALSO:
Belts-Rosters
Black lights
Boots by Dingo
Smoking
Accessories
66 E. Market St.
Downtown H ourg

>i.

.._..'

'.*.'.:

•".•.'

«•'
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v

* *•'

f

Daily 10-5
ThOrs^lO-9^

.*

Friday Sept. 3

7 and 10pm $1.00 w/ID

Smoking in balcony only
WILLIAM PETER BLATTY'S

THE EXORCIST!
tw^db.WILLIAMFRIEDKIN

Hawaii Tr
CPB-The deposit for the
Hawaii trip is due by Sept.
10th. Five other schools are
going and spaces will be
reserved on a first come-first

serve basis. The other schools
are UVa, Hamden-Sydney,
Emery & Henry, Shippensburg, University of Richmond, and •Longwood.

*

2 Mini-Courses
warren Campus Center- Madison Cotege

ELLEN BURSTYN-MAX VON SYDCWLEEJ.COBB
.WWNJACKMacGax^N JASONMILLER«ww
f. UNDA BLAIR^^fw.dt.WlLLlAM PETER BLATTY
SSNOEL MARSHALL-i^uWlLL^ PETER BLATTY &"
AftTMCTIO Une> ITf«qun««

Under the direction of the J
While still a student at igifted William Friedkui, that
Georgetown University,
William Peter Blatty read of . book has now become a
dramatically compelling film
the unusual 1949 episode in
starring Ellen Burstyn, Max
which a Jesuit priest expelled
Von Sydow, Jason Miller, Lee
a demon from a 14 year old
J. Cobb and Linda Blair.
child in Maryland, and subsequently became fascinated
.. "The Exorcist" reveals the
with the subject of diabolical
fear
and
the
anguish
possession. Two decades later
surrounding
demonic
be transmuted the 1949 case
possession while it explores
into "The Exorcist", .. novel
the fundamental nature of evil
that sold over 6,000,000 copies
and its irrational, violent,
demestically and has been
persistent infestation of man.
translated into 18 languages.

For those of you who don t
know the Campus Program
Board
is
a
student
organization that plans the
majority of our campus entertainment. It is our job to
program movies lectures
trips, concerts, coffeehouses
and other activities that will
interest the students. We ve
done our best to get some fine
shows lined up for this year
that we hope you will attend.
The board always needs
new and innovative ideas, so if
you ve got them, share them!
Below is a form to fill out and
send us if you are interested in

working on any of our committees. We 11 notify you
about your interest. Or, if you
have any questions or
suggestions at any time
during the year concerning
any aspect of the board s
activities, write to us or drop
by the office on the first floor
of the W.C.C..
We are just students,
working for the rest of the
students. It will function best
as a give and take
operation,i.e. let s work
together. If you re interested,
give us your name....

Return to Box L-35.

_--^Njp

Yes, VdLike
to Work with the

The Campus Board, at a part of Its recreation program, is
sponsoring a series of mini-courses during the year The
mini-courses will include o wide variety of acltvltles, and the
cost to the student Is minimal Cost for Faculty, staff and
alumni will be twice the listed fee. The fee must be paid
upon regWwHon.You must show an 1.0. card for the Bartending class,
You may register for courses at the Student Activities Office
In the Warren Campus Center. The last day for which you
may register for 1 st 8-week classes Is September 10 and
October 22 for 2nd 8 week classes. You may not drop a
class and receive a refund later than the date of the
second class meeting. Classes not having the minimum
number of students will be conceited.
AUTO REPAR INFORMATION
Wednesday
Sept. 15,22.29
6-7 pm.
Oct. 6.13.20
S4 registration fee. Taught by Swonson Williams. Basic auto repair Information or
how to keep from getting "ripped off". 10 person class minimum and 25 class
maximum. To be held m Room "D". Warren Campus Center.
•AMCMffTfNDMO
(Mu*tbe21 yean of age)
Monday
Sept. 20.27
3-4pm.
Oct. 4.11.18 2*
$4 registration tee pus $2 materials fee per session Taught by Tom Andros. Participants wlii gain a knowledge of the basic theory of mbdng drinks and correct
usage of glassware. The class Includes both demonstration and participation
in mixing techniques. 10 person class minimum and 20 person class maximum.
To be held at the Hickory PH. Waterman Drive. Hantsonburg, Va.
BASIC CAMPING SOLS
Tuesday
Sept. 14.21.28
7-8 pm.
Oct. 5.12.19
84 registration fee. Taught by Jack North. An Introductory course designed for
those Interested in developing or increasing their camping skills. Topics Include
Tents, sleeping bags, hiking boots and backpacks. A weekend camping trip Is
Included. 10 person class minimum and 20 person class maximum. To be held
In Room B. Warren Campus Center.
KGNNNGQUffA*
Wednesday
Sept. 15.22.29
4-7 pm.
Oct. 6.13.20
$4 registration tee. Taught by PhK Johnson. This class Is designed for the "from
scratch" beginner and those who have "tooted around" with the guftaraHtfte.
Students wit) be teaming all popular and traditional guitar styles. Arpeggios,
brush styles, finger-picking and flat-picking. 16 person class minimum and 15
person class maximum. Room "B", Warren Campus Center.
CANDUMAIONG
Tuesday
Sept.14,21,28
7-8 pm.
Oct. 5.12.19
$4 registration fee plus material costs. Taught by Sandra Smttey. Participants wi
gain a knowledge of proper technique In making candles, the use of dyes and
scents. 10 person class minimum and 15 person class maximum. To be held In
Oat Workshop. G-10, Warren Campus Center,
CAJUfR PIANNKG AND DECISION MAWNG
Thursday
Sept. 16.23,30
3-4J0pm.
Oct. 7,14,21
No Charge The purpose of this course w« be to assist people with career
setectton by focusing on Increased awareness of serf. Indudtng baste values.
Interests and talents. Led by Dr. Richard Wettstone. Limit of 10 people. To be
held In Faculty Lounge. Warren Campus Center.
OVERCOMWGYOURFEA*OFTAL»IGW©4cOuW .
Wednesday
Sept. 15.22.29
3*0-5 pm.
Oct. 6.13.20
Mo Charge. Fear of talking In groups win be approached from the idea that
tear is the result of irrational setf-to*. Limited to 20 people. Led by Dr. Dan Daniel.
To be held in Faculty Lounge. Wowen Campus Center.

MACRAMI

I Name.
•Address or Box.
{Dorm

Telephone.

IClass

Major

Have you worked for C.P.B. before?.
Ijn what capacity?
jlnterest: Travel
Publicity
House. _
Tickets
Movies
Coffeehouse
Special Events
[Anything else you want us to know:

•*». ••*■» •»»•

Monday
Sept, 13.20,27
7-8 p.m.
Oct.4.11.18
»4 registration tee plus material costs. The student wBI loam Ihe baste rnacrame
Itnots and work on an Individual project wtfh IrKHvtduafced Instruction by the
Instructor. Taught by Marilyn Fitch. 10 person class minimum. 15 person dast
rrxsdrnum. To be held m Crafts Workshop. G-10. Warren Campus Center.
PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS
(Assertive) TRAMMO
•
Monday
Sept. 13.2a 27
3-5 pm
Oot.4.11,11
No Charge The objective of this course Is to team people to bemoiecomtortotote In expie*«lng their tee*r<js to other peopte.pc^
protecting their personal rights ardgefllrKJpeisorrolneea^mef LedbyDr.
Teresa Gonzalez andTX Richard Wettstone. To be held in the Faculty Lounge.
Wanen Campus Center.

f
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Announcements
Decorating

D. E. courses
All announcements submitted to the Breeze must be
double-spaced typed, signed
by an officer of the
organization and
hand
delivered to the Breeze office.
Deadlines
for
announcements are Tuesday,
3:00 p.m. for the Friday paper
and Saturday, 3:00 p.m. for
the Tuesday paper.
All announcements are
subject to editing and are
printed on a space-available
basis.

Two courses in Distributive
Education will be offered as
electives for business administration students: visual
merchandising and communication design; and, adult
distributive education.

Manager needed
Anyone interested in being a
manager for the Madison
Dukes Basketball Team
please contact Coach John
Thurston, Basketball Office,
Godwin Hall. Phone: 433-6462

A course oil practical interior decorating will be offered on Tuesday evenings
through Madison College's
continuing
education
program

The classes will be held
each Tuesday, Sept. 7 through
Oct. 12 from 7:30-9:30 p.m. ,.
The fee is $15.
Enrollment is limited.
Reservations may be made by
calling 433-6162 between 8:00
a.m. and 5:00 p.m. or 4346421 after 6:00 p.ni.

again see the artist at odds
street toughs, the music is
with the corruption and
tight and polished.
"You
decadence
of
modern
Nearly Did Me In," is the
America. Indeed, this album
obvious monster of the set,
is interesting, if for no other
with fine saxophone wailing
reason, as an indicator of the
from David Sanborn and the
effect of Watergate on a
backup vocals of Queen.
foreigner living here more-orDrummer Aynsley Dunbor
less permanently. "Heed a
has never played better, and
president proven rotten, Now
is joined by some excellent
officially forgotten," Hunter
musicians—Chris
Stainton,
wails.
keyboards; Jaco Pastorius,
bass; and Gerry Weems,
The lyrics are not the only
guitar. If anything, Hunter
place this album shines.
sounds more like Dylan than
Except for the lamentably
ever. Perhaps his recent stint
strained "Restless Youth,"
with
the Rolling Thunder
basically a re-do of several
Revue helped.
other Mott macho songs about
9&**t**axxxxxxx3Bss%%xxxx%xxaka^^

Poor Hrittainia -drowning in
your waves
With the Body of the unknown
soldier and best of the brave
I have known you ever since I
was a child
How come you don't salute
me-now-when I smile?

rjr

>•

The estranged child feels a
deep sympathy for his longsuffering mother, whom he
knows is "just a victim of your
history."
The sense of
estrangement is complicated
by the singer's damaged sense
of worth. "I have fought
armies for you in the conflicts
of the past, Brittania . I
implore you, do not lower me
by half."
The cut is followed (quite
appropriately) by the funky
title cut, serving up Hunter's
comic observations on his
newly found homeland. Like
Graham Nash's "Military
Madness," there is a
poignance to Hunter's sense of
alienation from his new name
("I don't understand all this,
being an Ail-American Alien
Boy.")
But behind the caustic
humor here is the tonesetter
for the rest of the album. "It's
a shame I gotta change-'cos
to change is to destroy. Oh!
look Lennon here I come-land
ahoy-hoy-hoy!"
For Hunter, the basic
conflict of the seventies is the
deterioration of modern life
caused by change. The theme
is established in an offhand
way here, but is repeated with
angry vehemence in "Rape"
and "Apathy 83."
"Rape" is the perfect
counterpoint to Jagger's
"Midnight Rambler." While
Jagger glorifies the sexstranger, Hunter sees in him
an indication of a loss of
societal values. While the
lawyer is "smiling one hell of
a smile," Hunter ponders the
kind of people who would
tolerate and nurture such
criminal scum. "Justice," he
concludes, "has got to be
done."
Apathy 83 can be taken on
at least two levels. First is the
obvious spoof of another
Stones' song (is the fixation
Hunter's or mine?), as he
mourns over the extent of
"Apathy for the devil and
oeyonu ine playTuI^Mu-on, we

soccer

The
Madison
College
Community Svmphony OrchestraVuut a few openings in
its string section. Persons
interested in joining the orchestra should contact Dr.
Hen K Wright, director, at
433-6656 or 433-6197.

Any girls interested in
assisting with the soccer
program
as
"Sideline
Sweethearts" meet with
Coach Vanderwarker in
Godwin 325 at 6:45 p.m.,
Monday, September 6.

Circle K to meet

Equestrian

The first meeting for the
1976-77 school year of
Madison's Circle K Club will
be held on Monday, Sept 6, at 7
p.m. in room B of the Campus
Center. Circle K is a co-ed
service club interested in
providing service to the
college and community. All
students are welcome to attend. For more information,
contact Chuck Berlin at 4337126 or P.O. Box 4264.

Hunter's'Alien Boy'thoughtful
(Continued from Page 8)
album. Side one opens with
"Letter to Brittania from the
Union Jack," an exile's
lament. To a soft, Blond-onBlondish backgroud, Hunter
sings:

Help

MC orchestra

4

Try-outs for the equestrian
team will be held next week.
Contact Mrs Ceil in Godwin
311. phone 6511.
SIIAnETREE GLASS SHOP
Now our $1 (XI wine glasses
for 50 cents
49E W>st Water Street

g***************************

Burger Chef

*

305 N. Mason St.
*
*

Toss Salod 50'
All You Can Eat

STUDIO & CAMERA SHOP

permanent* and coloring

20% DISCOUNT

Redken Products
!
|

We have added a Men \s Den
Call for an appointment
1433 S. Main St.
433-V588

3 blocki from college
.tt*tt**<tt**tt%tttt*%»%»%Vt%%»»*%tttttttt%*10CSS30

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE
ARMY ROTC AT MADISON
FOR ACADEMIC
FRESHMEN
SOPHOMORE

See Us At Maury 115
Call
433-6264J

«IQUIRE*ENT

Sign up for Misc 001
Leadership Lab
Thur. 4:30 Godwin 342

rf&*%

TBENEFi
1. $2800.00 4or you while In school^
2. Qualification for an $1 1,000.00
o year fob.
3. learn Leadership Skills for whi<
any employer pays more for.
4. Membership in an on-going social
group of Madison College students .
5. Pilot /Parochutlst training.
6..Adventure training.
Full scholarships available including
LI00 per school month stipend.

MMURCATIONS
1. Have 5 semesters remaining In
college, including graduate study.
2. Have a 'C or better overage.
3. Be in good physical conditon.
4. Se willing to spend a minimum of
3 months en active duty.
XV

«%%».%%*.* »» • * » » •****•.«J

I C AOCgXUlP 1C J

*
*
*
*
*
*

e**************************

GITCHELL'S

* on all camera shop supplies
photo finishing and both color and
black & white or free film
g
79 E. Market St. 434-5314

*

GQOt>L£AOfcRS EARN TOPSAtAttfS

^MSI>MtMtl»MM>ili....................................^^nnnnn^^

'■

We realize that college students hunger for more
than just knowledge. So we're making you an offer too good
to refuse.
Open a checking account of $50 or more at United
Virginia and get a meal at McDonalds* on us.*
You'fi get a coupon good for one Big Mac.™ large
fries, and a regular size soft drink. The works!
But that's not all you get when you bank at United
Virginia—

FREE STUDENT CHECKING
As a college student you'll enjoy free checking at
United Virginia. No minimum balance, no service charges

no matter how many checks you write. We'll even give you
a Madison College checkbook cover absolutely free.
Our Port Road Office is just minutes away from the
campus (at the corner of South Main'and Port Republic
Roads). And no waiting in long lines.
Our drive-in facilities are open Monday thru
Thursday 3:30 to 5:30 and 4:00 to 7:00 on Friday:
So if you're in the market for a bank, come to
United Virginia. And take advantage of our free meal
offer at McDonalds.

"Offer begins August 30, |«p^

UNITED VIRGINIA BANKIP

United Virginia Bank* Spotswixxl. Member F.D.I.C.

I
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Summer Breeze briefs
Grant awarded

New department

JUNE1K
A $30,000 grant
awarded to Madison's Special
Education Department will
provide nine $2,000 graduate
assistantships. allow students
to visit institutions for the
handicapped more often and
help finance research activities sponsored by the
department.

JUNE 25 The addition of a
Speech
Pathology
and
Audiology Department makes
a total of 26 departments at
Madison
The department
offers both graduate and
undergraduate degrees in
speech pathology and a
master's degree in hearing
disorders.
The Special
Education Deparment now
includes the areas of
emotionally
disturbed,
mentally retarded and
learning disabilities.

JV€»M* degrees
JUNK is Two new degree
programs, one at the master's
level and one at the
bachelor's, have been approved for use at Madison
College. The new master's
program, which began this
semester, is a master of arts
program in the field of
general psychology. The
bachelor's program is in
management information
systems, a concentration in
the Business Administration
department.

Carrier honored
JUNE is Madison President
Dr. Ronald Carrier was
honored by his alma mater,
East
Tennessee
State
University, as the "Outstanding Alumnus for 1976" at
a banquet held May 29 at
ETSU.
The outstanding
alumnus award is presented
annually by ETSU to those
who
show
outstanding
achievement in their chosen
fields.

MC joins council
JUNE 25 Madison College has
been admitted to membership
in the Council of Graduate
Schools in the United States.
Among the council's duties
are the preparation of policy
statements on graduate
education. The council will
provide consultation services,
review organizational sturctures, conduct summer
workshops for graduate deans
and provide pertinent information on federal action.

V ■

Armed robbery
JUNE 25
Two Madison
College students pleaded
guilty to robbing four
Harrisonburg convenience
stores and attempting a fifth
robbery. They face sentences
of five years to life for each
robbery. Sentencing date has
been set for September 8.

TYPING
iCALL MRS PRICE
13 Yrs. Exp.
828-6941 MM»
Graham's Shoe
Service
111 N. Liberty
434-1026
Hook While You
WaH
<

>

Men's & Women's

Miller speaks

State films
JULY 9
Madison College's
state-supported film
repository, which housed
more than 2,500 films, has
been dismantled due to a
space shortage now affecting
the college.
Attempts to
relocate the repository were
unsuccessful. Those who plan
to use state films in the future
will have order them through
the state film library in Richmond.

Comm. Arts

Discrimination

JULY 2 A request by the
Madison
College
communication arts department
for a master's degree
program has been turned
down by the State Council of
Higher Education. No reason
was given for the denial,
according to Dr. Donald
McConkey, chairman of the
communication arts department.

JULY 9
Madison College
professor Dr. R. Duane Logue
charged the college with
discrimination towards him in
the application process for the
new position as head of Speech
Pathology and Audiology. He
has talked to a representative
of the faculty senate and will
pursue the matter further.

Nursing program

JULY 16 Virginia Attorney
JULY 23 Madison College is
General Andrew P. Miller
planning a four-year program
spoke at a Democratic funleading to a B.S. Degree in
draising
dinner
in
nursing. The curriculum for
Harrisonburg.
Miller has
the nursing program will be
served two terms as attorney
incorporated within the
general and is seeking the 1977
liberal arts framework. Dr.
gubernatorial nomination
Anna Helen Gallagher, who
against former Lt. Gov. Henry
founded schools of nursing at
Howell. He plans to resign his
three universities, has been
office after the presidential
oajned head of the depart
election to concentrate on his
[ment.
gubernatorial campaign.
[ B B B B B 8 I 81 8 8 B B B 8 P B B B B 8 8 8 8 B III ■ I 8 11 * » 8 8 8 jT,

? Welcome:

Do stop by soon for :
Art And Drafting Supplies
Books & Paperbacks
Dictionaries
Study Guides
Records, Tapes, Cassettes
POSTERS
Gifts And Games
Gold Stamping
Stationery & Pens

Aibury United M«thodist Church
South Main at Bruce, Downtown Harrisonburf
WELCOMES
MADISON STUDENTS

Special Ordering Done
Wor«hlp SorrteM 8:45 * 11:00 A.M.
Collete Discussion Class »:4B A.M.
Church Bos (rs4fwhttstbhis) oa campus

I VALLEY BOOKS!

each Sunday 10:30-10:45 A.M.

Minister* H. Hasbrosck Hofhe*. Jr., John B. McCormick
Director of Music: Mrs. Helen Ellerman

82 S. Main

(clip* this ad for reference)

- For further Information phoas 4S4-*83« 904++4^4*»*****M44+*M4+4»*+0++»40+0440444+*4*+**

Phone 4332421
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NCAA approves Division I move
By BOB MORGAN
Madison College, which had
no men's varsity athletic
program 10 years ago, is now
one of the big boys — or at
least they are going to give
playing with them a try.
The National College
Athletic Association (NCAA)
approved August 20 Madison's
request to upgrade its entire
men's athletic program from
Division II to Division I status,
with the exception of football.

eligible for post-season play in
all sports, but only on the
Division I level.
Madison officials had
thought the school would not
be eligible for post-season
play, but after checking with
the NCAA, they found that the
school met the criteria to
compete.
"We have gone over the
forms and requirements and
are satisfied that we are
eligible," Ehlers commented,

Despite probationary status, teams
eligible for post-season play
The non-scholarship football
program was dropped to the
Division III level earlier this
season.
"We felt that it was the time
to make the move," said
Madison Athletic Director
Dean Ehlers in explaining the
move. "We felt that it was the
best time for us to make a
move to Divison I."
Actually Madison has been
reclassified Division IA with
probationary status, which
means Madison has three
years to upgrade its program
to the Division I level.
"The only criteria we have
to meet to lift the word
probationary is for us to
schedule 75 per cent of our
basketball games against
Division I opponents," Ehlers
said. "We could be playing as
many as 12 Division I teams
this season depending in
tournament competition and I
feel confident that we can
schedule 75 per cent of our
games against Division I
competiton for the 1977-78
season."
Ehlers is confident that the
move, which is effective
September l, will tee its
probationary status by next
season.
Although Madison will be a
probationary member of
Division I, the Dukes will be

but added, "I think it would be
unlikely in basketball if we
had a very good record,
because of playing only the 11
or 12 Division I opponents. I
really wouldn't expect to be
considered."
Madison, which has 12 intercollegiate sports for men
(archery, baseball, basketball, cross country, football,
gymnastics, golf, soccer,
swimming, tennis, track and
field, and wrestling), has been
one of the most successful
college division schools in the
state compiling an overall
winning percentage of .667 in
all sports over the past three
years.
On the national level,
Madison has participated in
ten NCAA post-season tournaments in seven sports.
The
school's
soccer
program, which has been
Division I for the past three
years, is nationally known,
competing in the NCAA
regionals three times in the
past five years.
. .
Madison's basketball team
participated in the NCAA
Division II playoffs two of the
past three years; the golf
team has been to the national
tournament the last two
years; the baseball team,
which was ranked as high as
third in the nation last season,

Move in the
right direction
By Wade Starling
When Madison athletic officials applied
to the NCAA for and eventually received
approval to change its status from
Division II to Division I in all sports
except football, certain questions were
inevitable.
Why, after compiling an overall winning percentage of .667 in all sports over
the past three years, tamper with success? Why not remain at the Division II
level and continue the winning tradition?
The reasons for the change are many,
but the gist of the matter is the move was
not one Madison officials necessarily
wanted to make at this time, but one they
were forced to make due to cir■m

competed in the NCAA
regionals last spring; the
cross country team participated in the national meet;
and Madison wrestlers and
track standouts competed in
the nationals.
The football team, which
was dropped to Division III
level because of the enormous
cost of a scholarship program,
is in only it's third season of
varsity competition. Last year
Madison was 9-0-1. rThey
finished 6-^_-tfee^pfevious
season.
/
Ehlers, who is pleased but
cautious about the move,
noted that many people were
unsure why Madison would
want to move up from
Division II after the success
they enjoyed.
"The reasons are many for
THE

the move," Ehlers explained.
"Geographically
speaking,
there are very few schools at
our level (Division II) that we
can play. Division III schools
were reluctant to play us and
several Division I schools
considered us to good to play
as long as our classifacation
remained in the college
level."
Those "several Division I
schools," included William &
Mary, Richmond and VMI. All
there are schools which are or.
were members of the
Southern Conference. Those
schools noted a series with
Madison would be profitable
to both the schools and fans,
but added that other reasons
kept them from playing.
"The 'other reasons'", said
the Sports Information
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REFLECTIONS OF AN undefeated season is
shown in the faces of Les Brankh (left) and
Brian Grainer following last year's win over
Shippensburg State. Brankh, a four-year
starter at quarter-back returns as a graduate
assistant, while Grainer, an AU-VCAA choice

cumstances beyond their control.
Madison began their drive toward
Division I, or University Division, two
years ago, and planned for the actual
change to come around 1980. But certain
events, most notably the disintegration of
,the Southern Conference, moved their
plans ahead of schedule.
"Our move to Division I actually
started with our desire to compete at the
level of the Southern Conference," explained Madison Athletic Director Dean
Ehlers, "and all of our planning had been
geared toward eventual Southern Conference membership."
As of next year, no Virginia schools will
be left in the Southern Conference, and
those were the schools with whom
Madison wished to compete, hoping to
initiate in-state rivalries.
Another major reason for the move was
that there are very few Division II
schools in the area that will schedule
Madison, and it's hard to schedule either
Division I or Division III teams. Divison
III schools figure you're too good for
them, and Division I schools don't want to
risk losing to a Division II school.

Director at one of the schools,
"is that it doesn't look good for
a/major college to lose to a
small college.
y
"We had everything to gain
and they had everything to
lose from the situation that
previously existed," Ehlers
said, "but now that is all
changed."
Madison started its push
toward Division I status two
years ago with, the intent to
make the change around 1980,
but the school was forced to
make the move sooner
because of the mass exodus of
Virginia schools from the
Southern Conference.
"Our move to Division I
actually started with our
desire to compete at the level
of the Southern Conference ,"
(Continued on Page 26)

last season, returns to anchor Madison's offensive line at center. The Dukes open their
1976 season tomorrow against Glenville State.
The game is scheduled to begin at 1:36 at
Madison Stadium.

Madison also needed to make the move
now if they wanted to retain any hope of
affiliating in some sort of conference with
other Virginia schools. If things remain
the same in the Southern Conference,
there will be seven Division I schools in
the state without conference affiliation.
Ehlers has stated that he believes conference affiliation is important, and that
he hopes some sort of basketball conference could be formed.
With other schools feeling the conference should be formed within the next
two seasons, Madison could be left out in
the cold if still Division II.
Dropping football to Division HI status
also seems to be a wise choice. Although
going 9-0-1 last,year, in only its second
year of varsity competition, Madison
participated in no post-season play.
Being Division III, they should have a
much better chance to go to some type of
post-season game.
The change in status will probably be
criticized as Madison suffers the growing
pains of being introduced into the world
of big time sports, but in the long run, it
should prove to be a wise and well-timed
choice.
*P
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Returning goalie Jim Abt grabs the ball during a practice session

Inexperience also a problem:

Soccer team hampered by injuries

T»*

Madison College is accustomed to success on
the soccer field.
As the first major college sport at Madison,
the soccer team has a winning percentage .695
over the last seven seasons under head coach
Bob Vanderwarker.
Last season the Dukes broke out of a midseason slump to win their last six games,
capture the Virginia Intercollegiate Soccer
Association Championship, and finish the
season as the fifth ranked Division I team in
the South. It was the fourth consecutive VISA
title for the Dukes.
However, this season the Dukes will be
pressed to match that record.*
"We are a very young team, and a team
severely hampered by injuries," explained
Vanderwarker. "Right now it's a matter of

being patient . . . allowing those injuries to
heal and allowing the younger players gain
experience."
The veteran coach noted that his primary
concern was to find replacements for the key
defensive losses and find a combination of
players that perform well as a unit.
Although Madison has stressed its defense
the past few years, Vanderwarker noted it was
his offensive attack that he would concentrate
on during the preseason.
"I think that we'll have a new look this
season in terms of our system of play and our
emphasis on attack. We're going to be doing
some shifting around because our needs at
different positions and I'm going to take a close
look at all our personnel during the preseason
workouts." he noted.

Soccer coach Bob Vanderwarker directs practice

>w
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The key to Madison's attack could be Kenny
Morris, the leading scorer on last season's
team. However, Morris is slowed by a severe
groin muscle pull, and Vanderwarker explained that there is no way of knowing when
the senior forward will be back at full strength.
Despite the loss of Morris and Bob Kidney,
who is ineligible this semester, the attack
could still be a strong point.
Dave Dragelin and Tom Hochkeppel return
at forward and will be aided by several
newcomers. Mark Tredway is up from the
JV's, while Ray Rhoderick returns after a
year's absence. Cedric Guthrie returns after
an injury sidelined him last season. Carl
Strong and Brian Hawkins both add scoring
skills to the front line.
The mid-field, because of injury and lack of
experience could be a weak-link in the Madison
attack. Wayne Byrd, Brian Carroll and Rod
Allen all have experience, but may be moved
to backs. Among the newcomers who will get a
long look are Doug Cash, Ed Carroll, Jeff
Sutton, Andy Durant, Gino Bell and Jon
Mullenex.
The loss of several key backs from last
year's team is also a problem, and Vanderwarker has shifted several of last year's
players to the back line in an effort to
strengthen the position. Frank Cullen and Hal
Partenheimer, who was a strong mid-fielder
last season, will be the. heart of the defense.
Terry Rhoads and Mark Bost could both help
v
out.
With the loss of so many players, Vanderwarker noted that he will do a considerable
amount of experimenting during the preseason
in search of the right combination of players.
Other retuning lettermen are the back
position are Geoff Weber, Barry Stemper and
Tim Wilkins.
Jimmy Abt and Jer/y Nay, who both started
at various times last season, return at goalie,
and newcomer Chip Parkins adds quality
depth to the position.
"We'll have a new look this season,"
repeated Vanderwarker. "We aren't
rebuilding, but there will be a lot of new
faces."

m
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Football '76
Dukes open with Glenville tomorrow
Madison College's football team, after three
weeks of what head coach Challace McMillin
termed "our best preseason ever," open their
1976 season tomorrow against Glenville State
at Madison Stadium.
Glenville was the only team on the Dukes'
schedule last year who didn't leave the game
with a loss. The game ended in a scoreless tie,
and Madison went on to defeat their remaining
opponents to finish the season with a 9-0-1
record.
Glenville should be tough again this year,
according to McMillin. "They lost a number of
people," he said, "But they also have a lot
coming back."
The Dukes, now playing at the Division III
level, will be counting on their offensive backfield to help carry them through the season.
"Our strong point is our experience in the
backfield," said McMillin. Madison's ground
oriented offense will again center around
senior tailbacks Bernard Slayton and Ron
Stith. Stith, a first team All-VCAA selection
and the Richmond Touchdown Club's selection
as Virginia's College Division Offensive
Player of the Year in 1975, was Madison's
Leading rusher and scorer last season. He
carried the ball 142 times for 735 yards and
seven touchdowns, while averaging 5.2 yards
a carry.
Slayton, despite missing five games with a
partially separated shoulder, was Madison's
second leading rusher and scorer. He gained
395 yards and scored four touchdowns,
averaged 4.8 yards a carry, and was a second
team All-VCAA selection.
McMillin plans on running Slayton and Stith
together in the backfield when they switch
their offense from the Multiple I to the Split T.
Slayton and Stith have run in the same backfield few times in the past.
McMillin is optimistic about the upcoming
season.
"We will have a good bit of experience," he
said, while adding that everyone has
"demostrated the ability to play."
Madison relied heavily on its defensive unit
a year ago and seven starters from that unit,
including the entire front four, return. The
Dukes were renked fourth among Division II

teams in the nation in scoring defense last
season, as they shut out for opponents and gave
up an average of just 7.5 points a game.
Junior defensive guard Woody Bergeria (6*
220 lbs.), a small college Ail-American and
first team All-VCAA selection last season,
heads Madison's defensive front four. He will
be joined by guard Jim McHugh(6'l" 218 lbs.)
and tackles Mark Baird (6T* 195 lbs.) and Bob
Dunn (6' 218 lbs.). All are juniors. Sophomore
letterman Fred Garst (5'9" 230 lbs.) will
provide back up experience at the guard
position.
Senior defensive ends Dale Eaton (6'1" 190
lbs.) and Rich Jackson (5'10" 200 lbs), both
All-Conference, return.

position. Grainer was an All-VCAA selection
last season.
The Dukes have had some holes to fill along
the offensive line. Offensive tackles Tim
Phillips, who was a second team All-VCAA
selection last year, and Terry Daley will be
gone, along with guard Jeff Adams, a first
team All-VCAA selection last year. Starting at
the tackles tomorrow will be Phil Culkin (6'2"

Slayton and Stith return
to lead offense
Senior defensive halfback Mike Atalla,
Ualla,
although injured, should return to be a leader'
in the Madison secondary. Starting against
Glenville will be comerbacks Bob Logan and
John Tuell, and safety Terry Hansrote. None
of the three started last year, but all came up
with big plays last season.
The major defensive problem at the
beginning of camp was finding replacements
for last year's starting linebackers, Dewey
Windham and Pat Cavanaugh. Windham was
an All-American and a first team All-VCAA
selection, while Cavanaugh received
honorable mention All-VCAA honors, starting
tomorrow will be Dale Caparaso, (5'11" 211
lbs.), and Jay Chamber (5'11" 194 lbs.).
Caparaso is a junior college transfer from
Connecticut, and Chambers a freshman from
Alexandria. McMillin said that while the
linebackers lack experience, they are both
capable and have much potential.
Offensively, the Dukes major question will
be at quarterback. Junior letterman Stan
Jones (6'3" 205 lbs,) and sophomore John
Bowers have been bailing for the starting
position, with the nod for tomorrow going to
Jones. McMillin said both players will get a
good deal of playing time. Jones, who was last
year's backup to four-year starter Les
Branich, played in three games while Bowers
did not see action with the varsity.
Junior letterman Shane Hast will be the
starting fullback against Glenville.
Hast
carried the ball 35 times for 152 yards and
touchdown last season. Backing Hast will be
sophomore Marshall Ausberry, who played
with the junior varsity last year.
Senior Chip Deringer, Madison's leading
receiver last season, returns at split-end, while
junior letterman Glenn Knox is the starter at
swingback.
Senior Brian Grainer (5'11" 200 lbs.) anchors Madison's offensive line at the center

Head coach Challace McMillin
shouts practice instructions
195 lbs.) and Warren Coleman (6' 195 lbs). At
the guards will be Rick Burkhart (5'11" 205
lbs.) and Rick Booth (6A195 lbs.). Ron Borders
(6'3" 190 lbs.) will return at tight end.
Madison should have a solid kicking game
this year. Punter Alan Leonard, who averaged
34.4 yards a punt last season, returns. Senior
Bob Ward will handle the placekicking duties,
ward kicked 12 of 13 extra points and made
three of five field goal attempts for the Dukes
last season. Barefoot kicker Dave Huffer will
do the kick-offs.

MADISON FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

Line coach Harry Van Arsdale
intently watches sled drill*

4
11
18
25
2
I
16
23
30
6
13

Glenville State
Emory A Henry
Towson State
Hampden-Sydney
Sheperd College
California St. (Pa.)
Davidson College
Frostburg State
Randolph-Macon
Salisbury State
Shippensburg State

1:30p.m. (H)
8:00p.m. (A)
1:30 p.m. (H)
2:00p.m. (A)
8:00p.m. (A)
1:30p.m. (H)
2:00 p.m. (A)
l:30j>.m.(H)
2:00p.m. (A)
1:30p.m. (A)
1:30 p.m. (H)

Madison College students will be admitted to
home athletic contests for which admission is
charged by presenting a current, valid ID
card. Dates or spouses will be permitted to
purchase student tickets for $1.50 per contest
Students without an ID card will be required to
purchase a student ticket for admission.
Stadium Sections 5,6, and 7 have been
reserved for Madison students for home
football games. Students will be admitted to
the Stadium through gates 3 and 4. Gates will
open at 12:30 and seats in Sections 5,6, and 7
will be on a first come, first serve basis. In the
event of overflow crowds; facility capacity,
safety regulations, and pre-sale of tickets will
determine the maximum number of students
admitted to home games.
..»»»>.fc*»»»>»»»fcfc.»..t».»»»
»'
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NCAA approves Division I application
(Continued from Page IS)
Ehlers said, "and all of our
planning had been geared
toward eventual Southern
Conference membership."
"I think everyone knows the
state of the Southern Conference now and the schools
that left were really the ones
that Madison had wanted to
affiliate with, hoping to
initiate in-state rivalries,"
Ehlers explained.
Madison still hopes to create
those in-state rivalries and

work things out."
If the former Southern
Conference schools remain
independent of a conference
Virginia will has seven
(Madison, Old Dominion,
Virginia Commonwealth
University, Virginia Military
Institute, University ofs Richmond, William & Mary,
Virginia Polytechnical Institute) Division I schools
without conference affliation
next year.
Madison's hope for a conference is one of its main

has expressed its desire to join
a Virginia basketball conference if one were to be
formed.
"I believe that conference
affiliation is important I am
hopeful that a state basketball
conference can be formed that
would be beneficial to
Madison and other schools,"
he commented. "There has
been a continous dialogue
between the directors of
athletics at the various
schools in the state about this.
I certainly hope that we can

Equipment & Supplies

Morrison believes that this
year's team will be able to use
"more creative" field tactics
than have been used in
previous seasons. "We now
have the personnel to use that
approach," she said.

Through these tactics,
Morrison expects much morep
scoring than last year, and she
also hopes to have a more
balanced scoring attack.
The Duchesses first test
will come on Sept. 25.

^VVALDENS BAR-B-Q

Come Visit
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The Muse '
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Harrisonburg's\
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Shop I
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778 E. Market

I

433-8525

Specializing In Hickory Pit Cookedt

fashion "Vffl*0
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BAR-B-Que
and
!

B-B-Q Spare Ribs
[

COLLEGE SPECIALS
Wednesdays
11AM-10 PM Daily
12-8 PM Sun.

Complete
Carry-Out

Tops
M axis
Mid is
Bags
Jewelry
Records
Posters
Shawls

G/ossner Jewelers
Your Gift Headquarters Welcomes
You To Harrisonburg.

PORTABLES
■■■-■
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CALCULATORS
_
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Desks, Chairs, Lamps,Engineering Supplies,
Dictionaries, Etc.

Gifts For AH Occasions
Watch Repair

$14.95

Jewelry Repair
Engraving

"Th« OHlct Products Center"

Open Friday Till 9

SERVICE

E. Market« Mason St.
Harritonburg 434-9975
STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-5:00

( , 14 .taUiOO-UM-.** A

liflMngr
JEWELERS

30 S. Main St.
On Court Square!

Each
LOng
Dress
Pictured
Is Only
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Rockwell & Texas
Instruments

TK.M,use

Simple dress with adjustable
drawstring tie under the bust
& a lightly gathered flounce at
the hem. Scoop neckline &
back zipper. In ass't colors &
prints in cotton.

WELCOME STUDENTS!
ADLER-and-SCM

coaches' jobs more difficult,"
Ehlers said. "If we judge
success in terms of winning
and losing, it's going to be
more difficult the next four or
five years because the
competiton is going to be
much stronger."
"I'm confident, however,
that is the long run our
program will be stronger
because of this more. We are
going to be able to recruit
better athletes, improve our
schedule and competition, and
we are going to be competitive," Ehlers said.

Where Am [ Goinj

Field hockey coach hopes
for improvement this year
Field hockey coach Dr.
Leotus Morrison is optimistic
about her team's prospects
in this, its 52nd season.
Strong competition for
various positions and "lots of
scoring" potential should help
the Duchesses improve upon
last year's 12-5-2 record.
That record took the team
to the Blue Ridge District
Tournament and the Southern
Region II Tournament.
"We felt as if we had a
really good team last year,"
Morrison said. With only three
of last year's varsity starters
lost to graduation, and some
talented freshman and
transfer players joining the
team, the Duchesses seem to
be in a comfortable position
as the opening game approaches.
Citing the "overall skill of
the group," Morrison said she
hopes to land a berth in the
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women National
Field Hockey Tournament
this November.

goals, but its immediate steps
are in the area of scheduling.
"With
our
new
classifacation,
I
think
scheduling will become
easier," Ehlers said. "I think
we may have to play more
road games for a while, but
Division I status at least gives
us the opportunity to talk with
people we couldn't talk about
scheduling with before."
Madison's first steps into
Division I will b* tough ones
and few at the school expect
the transition to be easy.
"It will definitely make the

16 South Main
Harrisonburg

Long dress with puffed bodice
& long side seam sashes that
tie in back. Back zipper.
^^
Flounced hem.
In asst'd
^'*J
stripes & colors of cotton.
\Nf
*\Cr»

All
New
Shop!

30 S. Main St

Open 10-5^ Daily
Mon, Thurs, Fri And Sat Evenings i
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Men's intramural program has new look
By BOB GRIMESEY
The Madison College Men's
Intramural program gains a
new look this year as
basketball becomes an
autumn event and flag football moves to the early spring.
Director of Recreational
Activities, George Toliver,
said the move was the only
alternative to the severe
shortage of available gym

space during the January to
March basketball season.
He also announced the
addition of five new sports, as
well as a more fluid eligibility
requirement concerning
teams interested in the overall
team chanpionship.
Toliver admitted, "most
initial reactions to the shift in
the schedule are adverse."
He defends the change

Midway Arco -Grocery
Beer
Snacks
Soft Drinks
NexlTo Campus Main St.
IMMMAAAMAAAAAMMMA^

IMMMMMW
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The Poster Store

saying it was "a fact that we
had to do something."
Last year Madison had 102
basketball teams and Toliver
expects an increase this year.
The problem is that Sinclair Gymnasium will be
available for intramural
activity during basketball
season on only 14 dates.
The rest of the available
time is needed for Men's and
Women's Varsity team activities, cultural events,
Women's Intramurals, and
numerous revenue drawing
high school tournaments,
So the only possible way to
hold basketball during the
winter, according to Toliver,
would be to hold a single
elimination tournament
whereby one loss would mean
the end of the season.

Huge Selection

With basketball moving to
the warmer fall months, flag
football will be played during
the winter.
Toliver admits this also will
not go over very well at first
but claims, "it's usually
getting pretty cold in the later
part of the fall anyhow, so the
early spring shouldn't be too
much worse."
According to the schedule,
football begins January 13.
New sports added to the
program include one-on-one
Basketball, Basketball Free
Throw Shooting, Golf, Weight
Lifting and Horseshoes. All
will be contested on an individual basis during the
spring semester.
For the overall team
championship, Toliver said,
"A dorm or organization must
designate one team as the one
to compete for the overall
trophy."

To be eligible, the
representative team must
consist solely of membrrs
from
that
particular
organization or dorm.
Otherwise, eligibility
requirements allow intramural participants to play
for any team they wish. This
way, a Weaver resident who
wishes to play softball with
friends from Logan Hall who
are not worried about the
overall competition, may do
so.
Toliver said anyone interested in aiding the Intramural program in any
fashion should contact either
he or his assistant, Bill
Walton, at 433-6669 or in Room
102 of Godwin Hall.
The organizational
meetings for men's basketball
and women's flag football will
be at 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday,
Sept. 7, in Room 103 of Godwin
Hall.
MAMMMMM*.
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We
Have
Roger Dean
Art Posters
ALSO ROCK STARS

music
ityigic
and more...
30
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distinctive haircutting
for men and ladies

Qam&
434-5533

178 South Mwon Street
Harrlfdoouff. Virginia

MADISON STUDENTS
TRIPLE-THEATRE
ROCCO AVE.. OFF SOUTH MAIN ST. (RT.11)]
HARRISONBURG. VA. . PHONE 433 1200_

3 deluxe theatres under one roof!

Invites You To Come See Our Theatre
Save .50 Per Admission By Showing Your I.D.
Card -(This Offer Ends September 28, 1976)
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—Qassifieds
Want to buy
JAMES TAYLOR. Anyone wishing, to
sell old James Taylor albums for a
reasonable price, contact Kathi. Phone
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By Garry Trudeau
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NEEDLES/

5728.,'
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ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS. May be
used but must be in good condition. Will
negotiate price. Call 6127.

f
Needed
OLD HATS. Needed for kindergarten
classes. If you have any old hats to give
away, please call 433-2011
Leave
message for Bev.

tUE'RESONE
TOAOMIHSm
WE ACUPUNCTURE
MAETmiAm
I DON'T
SK. I
$WP0SETHERE$
ANT POINT OS-. -

For sale

\MR DUKE, LETME ASSURE
YOU, WNAVEMWIN6D

wtiimF&LSOMe
VIBRATION ANP A
SimNUMMSS,
PUT AC4JPUNCTURE
PROPUCESNO
OH, MB*/.'
REAL RAIN.
HOHfSIT

F€M.AUWU/tULVl&
iNsmA FEWNames INTO
YOUR L£6 ANP S'PE, ANP CON
.NECTTMM10AL0UJVOLTAGE

HA7RK?

OKRENT..

TAPES. Eight-track tapes for sale.
Including "Magical Mystery Tour" and
"Byrds Untitled." Call Jay. 434-4945.
RECORDS OF MOOG. Inexpensive
albums in good condition. Write Box 156.
STEREO RECORDER. Eight-track
stereo recorder. Originally $100. Will
sell for $50 or best offer. Call Randy 7219
or write P.O. 1902.

NOJTELUOUINO

wxus LITTLE, NEEDLES'
mew, WPEOPLE
CALL THIS COUNTRY
AOVIUZAWNf!

LOOK J PROBABLY wfr
EVEN HAVE APPENDICITIS!
THAT UTU QUACK INTHE
RESTAURANT ONLY TOOK
MVPULSe!
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RIGHT. \
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TYPEWRITER. Portable, manual.
Four years old in excellent condition.
$45. Call 434-2961. Ask for Beth.
SWIMMERS. White bathing cap and
Basic Swimming textbook. Just 75 cents
Call 5356.
GOLF CLUBS. Ben Hogan (Director)
irons 2 thru 9. Two years old. Stiff shaft.
$75. Call Jim, 7219, or write P.O. Box
6075.

'/."/

AUTOMOBILE. 1973 Pontiac LeMans
Convertible.
For more information
contact Sandy. 433-5356.

Home Owned Stores With
FRIENDLY PEOPLE TO SERVE
YOU AND SOLVE YOUR NEEDS

TENNIS RACKET. Tensor steeel. In
good condition. $15. Call Barb 4372.

Virginij

The BREEZE will be published twice a week in the
coming year.

Your suggestions and" cooperation will

be appreciated.

ROCK+CLIMBER. Somebody with
experience to take beginner and show
her the ropes.

Needed Immediately:
* News Reporters
* Sports Reporters
* Writers

X

* Proofreaders
The Breeze classified ads bring
results. They're convenient, inexpensive
and widely read. If you need to get your
message to a large audience or simply
want to make sure that "certain" person
gets the word, then call i:W-659«. Only
one dollar will do the job.

is for
Lovtrwl
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PICTURES MATTED.
Need art
student or equivalent mat pictures
without charging outrageous price.
Material will be supplied. Write Box
1714.

TREE FAIRY.
Just yesterday
mourning. Suzann the plans they made
put an end to you, wrote down a song, just
can't remember who to send it to.

//>////■'"/,'/'

It's Hanisonburg's Most Unusual Stores
GLEN'S FAIR PRICE
GLEN'S GIFT
STORE
CENTER
187 N. Main!:*
95 S. Main St.
With A Complete
Gifts of Distinction
Camera Shop

The American
Red Cross.
The Good
Neighbor.

AUTOMOBILE. 1954 Chevrolet. Good
running condition. A real antique $6000.
Call 434-4945.

Personal

"//<

UNUSUAL MERCHANDISE

CAMERA. Nikon F. Body only. Good
condition. $125. Call Bob. 434-8309

Help wanted

'//.

* Production Workers
Contact

BREEZE

433-64 27
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